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5. ABSTRACT 

Allergic asthma is characterized by airway hyperresponsiveness and lung inflammation. 

To better understand disease pathophysiology, lung inflammation is monitored in animal models, 

and in this regard, non-invasive medical imaging is emerging for use in pre-clinical research. 

The primary aim of this project is to develop protocols using non-invasive fluorescent 

optical imaging to quantitate lung inflammation in response to allergic challenge in a 

murine model of asthma. For our studies, adult female BALB/c mice were repeatedly 

challenged with inhaled house dust mite (HDM) to induce “asthma”. To assess the effectiveness 

of in vivo imaging in discriminating differences in inflammation, some animals were also treated 

with established and emerging anti-inflammatory agents (inhaled fluticasone, simvastatin, or 

chloroquine), or were subjected to allergen avoidance after initial HDM challenges. Fluorescent 

imaging in anesthetized, live mice was performed using an IVIS Spectrum Pre-clinical In Vivo 

Imaging System. A cathepsin-activated fluorescent probe, ProSense750, was delivered by a 

single tail vein injection to assess inflammation 24 and 48 hours after HDM challenge. Mice 

were fed an alfalfa free diet to reduce lung autofluorescence. For each experiment, we assessed 

the correlation between imaging data and total inflammatory cell count in bronchoalveolar 

lavage in each animal. 

ProSense750 fluorescence in lungs was 2.8-fold higher in HDM challenged mice 

compared to allergen-naïve mice for up to 48-hours post-HDM. To account for signal variability 

we developed an Injection Quality Score (IQS) account for the degree of perivascular loss of 

ProSense750 with each injection. We tracked kinetics of lung fluorescence, performing imaging 

every six hours and found it to be maintained for up to 72 hours, with peak radiance 6-12 hours 

after injection. Addition of a second ProSense750 injection 24 hrs after an initial injection did 
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not augment peak fluorescence, thus for all studies we measured lung fluorescent 6-12 after a 

single dye injection. In HDM-challenged mice lung radiance strongly correlated with total lung 

cell count (r2=9512); eosinophils (r2=.8944); neutrophils (r2=.9208); macrophages (r2=.5497); 

and, lymphocytes (r2=.9911). Interestingly, though allergen avoidance diminished lung 

inflammatory cell count, cathepsin-activated ProSense750 lung radiance was sustained. 

Fluticasone blunted ProSense750 lung radiance in HDM challenged mice, but this effect did not 

fully reach statistical significance suggesting residual cathepsin activity in the lung (p=.0548, 

one-way ANOVA). Simvastatin treatment reduced lung radiance and total cell counts by 77% in 

HDM challenged. Chloroquine (CQ), an autophagy inhibitor, had no impact on ProSense750 

lung radiance but did reduce total BALF cell counts.  

Our studies show that in vivo optical imaging provides a meaningful, non-invasive 

measure of lung inflammation, including dye specific enzymatic activity such as for cathepsins,  

in murine models of allergic asthma. This approach is a new option for repeated measurements in 

individual animals for drug testing and development.  
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6. LITERATURE REVIEW 

6.1 Allergic Asthma 

Asthma, as of 2013, affects more than 300 million people worldwide [1]. As one of the 

most prevalent airway complications there has been an increased interest to understand how 

asthma can be treated and the basis of the chronic inflammation that is associated with 

pathophysiology [2]. The majority of research has been focused on disease progression with 

significant emphasis on developing and leveraging insight in a variety of models of human 

airways disease. The inflammatory response associated with asthma is a prominent focal point 

for research. Persistent or uncontrolled inflammation underpins and is associated with the 

exacerbation of allergic asthma and has been a primary focus for developing new therapies [3]. 

Airway inflammation in asthma is also causally associated with development of airway 

remodeling that includes epithelial disruption and hypersecretion of mucous due to goblet cell 

hyperplasia, airway wall fibrosis, and smooth muscle layer hypertrophy. [3, 4]. The clinical 

manifestation of asthma includes shortness of breath and difficulty in breathing due to airway 

narrowing and increased airway resistance that is variably reversible [3, 4].  

 

6.1.1 Pathophysiology of Allergic Asthma 

 Allergic asthma is characterized by hyperresponsiveness to an inhaled allergen which 

leads to an excessive inflammatory response, and that is manifest as excessive bronchial 

constriction in response to inhaled non-allergic stimuli [5]. Chronic inflammation in the airways 

underpins pathogenesis of remodeling in conducting airways (Figure 1).  
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Figure 1: Narrowing of the airway lumen in diseased allergic asthmatic airways. During an 
asthmatic attack, a narrowing of the air occurs due to the inflammatory response associated with 
allergic inhalation. 

 

Clinically, asthma primarily presents in patients as a reversible obstruction of airflow. Unlike 

chronic obstructive pulmonary disease (COPD), with asthma the obstruction in the bronchial 

system can be controlled (prevented) and reversed with inhaled therapies, including 

corticosteroids and β2-adrenergic agonists, respectively [6]. Patients typically present to clinic 

with difficulty in breathing, wheezing, dyspnea, and chest tightness symptoms [7, 8]. Diagnosis 

for asthma is most frequently confirmed using spirometry to measure lung function [9]. 

Diagnosis is confirmed when the FEV1/FVC (forced expiratory air in one second / forced vital 

capacity, respectively) ratio is below 75% [10]. To differentiate between asthma and COPD, the 

patient is treated with an inhaled bronchodilator, typically a β2-agonst, and lung function is 

measured a shortly after; if treatment improves lung function (significant increase in the 

FEV1/FVC ratio), then an asthma diagnosis is confirmed [11]. 
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At the cellular and molecular level, allergic asthma is characterized by an influx of 

immune cells into the bronchial airways which are responsible for secreting a milieu of cytokines 

(eg. IFNγ, TNFα, and IL-13 – more detail in Section 6.1.2), proteases, and other regulatory 

molecules [12-17]. Once secreted, cytokines and proteases modify the local microenvironment, 

in part, by affecting the bronchial cell types such as airway smooth muscle and bronchial 

epithelial layers [14, 18-20]. Airway smooth muscle hypercontractility is induced upon exposure 

to inflammatory mediators [21]; this phenotypic change underpinning excess airway narrowing 

and hyperresponsiveness that is at the root of asthma symptom manifestation [22]. To further 

pronounce this effect, multiple cytokines and growth factors associated with airway 

inflammation bind to airway smooth muscle cells and promote tissue hypertrophy, via cellular 

hyperplasia and hypertrophy, ultimately worsening reduced airflow associated with asthma 

“attacks” [21, 22]. The airway epithelium, which acts as a barrier between the outside air and the 

lung, can be “activated” by inflammation to drive the expression and release of cytokines, 

chemokines and other mediators that orchestrate and increase local inflammation and abrogates 

epithelial barrier function [3, 6]. Notably, a primary area of research focus is on how airway 

structural cells, including epithelial and airway smooth muscle, contribute to asthma 

pathogenesis through their secretory function to promote local inflammation and regulate tissue 

damage and repair (Figure 2) [23]. 
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Figure 2: Inflammatory cytokine release associated with an asthmatic response. Allergen is 
inhaled through the epilithial layer of the lung. The allergen, which is considered a foreign 
substance through the inflammatory pathway. The allergen is taken up by an APC causing the 
secretion of interleukins and the activation T-helper cells eliciting the inflammatory response.  

 

6.2 Immune Response in Allergic Asthma 

The immune response in allergic asthma is a complex biological process that is 

orchestrated temporally and spatially by an array of different cytokines, pathways, and cell types 

[3, 24]. During an allergic asthma response, an allergen such as house dust mite, pollens, or fungi 

are inhaled and, coming into contact with the epithelial layer, induce receptor and non-receptor 

mediated pathways that induce a cascade of events that define the type and determine the 

magnitude of the inflammatory response. These include antigen-presenting dendritic cells that 

orchestrate innate immune response, as well as inflammation effector cells like mast cells, T-

helper 2 (Th2) cells, and T regulatory cells  [25]. Macrophages also play an important role in 

mediating the inflammatory response in asthma [26]. Macrophages are responsible for a large 

portion of the pro-inflammatory role which is associated with the cytokine release in the airways 

in asthma [27]. This cascade also orchestrates production and release of endogenous proteases 
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such as cathepsins that further contribute to the airway remodeling associated with allergic 

asthma [24]. A more comprehensive listing of cell types involved is included in Table 1 [28].  

 

Table 1: Cell types associated with inflammatory asthma 

Cell Type Function 
T-Cells Become activated when coming into contact 

with APCs. Involved in the innate immune 
response, activating other T-cells, removal of 
pathogen [29, 30].

Dendritic Cells Secrete cytokines in response to antigen. 
Function in processing and presenting antigen 
on cell surface to elicit an immune response 
[31, 32].

Neutrophils Ingests microorganisms and releases enzymes 
in the area of inflammation [33]. 

Eosinophils Involved in the secretion of cytokines and 
proteases [34, 35]

Macrophages Performs phagocytosis and removal of 
antigens and neutrophils during the 
inflammatory response [36]. 

 

Dendritic cells (DC) are responsible for the initiation of the allergic immune response, 

taking allergens, modifying and presenting it to Th2 cells which release a cascade of mediators 

that determine B-cell differentiation and function [37]. The Th2 cells are responsible for the 

activation of antibody synthesizing B-cells as well as releasing interleukins which have an effect 

on surrounding structural cells, including airway smooth muscle and epithelial cells [24, 38, 39]. 

During a subsequent exposure to the allergen, this cycle is repeated, however, it can occurs in a 

more pronounced manner that leads to a dysfunctional response that can trigger asthma episodes 

in susceptible individuals [24].  
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6.1.2 Cytokines, Proteases and Asthma 

Two broad classes of mediators exist that contribute to asthma pathogenesis: cytokines 

and proteases [24, 40-42]. Cytokines are released via complex mechanisms that involve recruited 

lymphoid and myeloid cells such as T cell subtypes and mast cells as described above [24]. Their 

interaction with structural cells of the airway contribute in a primary manner to asthma 

pathophysiology [24]. An array of cytokines has been well described and linked to mechanisms 

that contribute to asthma progression [43-45]. For example, interleukin-13 (IL-13) is thought to 

play a key role in mediating airway hyperresonsiveness and airway obstruction [43]. This effect 

is likely associated with the capacity of IL-13 to induce secretion of other inflammatory 

mediators by the airway epithelium [46]. IL-4 is also an important mediator of airway 

inflammation by underpinning processes that lead to airway epithelial barrier dysfunction [47]. 

Furthermore, both IL-4 and IL-13 contribute directly to responses that lead to airway wall 

fibrosis associated with structural remodeling of the bronchial wall [46, 48]. 

Proteases can also contribute to airway remodeling and inflammation by changing the 

composition and structure of the extracellular matrix (ECM) surrounding airway smooth muscle 

cells and airway fibroblasts, as well as the lamina reticularis to which the epithelium is anchored 

[49]. Included among the different proteases present and secreted in association with airway 

inflammation, are the cathepsins [49, 50]. Cathepsins are a family of cysteine proteases that are 

enriched in lysosomes and can be induced for intra- and extra-cellular secretion by a number of 

stimuli and insults to support homeostatic protein breakdown and turnover. Cathepsins have been 

associated with physiological autophagy, apoptosis and the unfolded protein response [51].  

Structurally, there are 15 known subtypes of cathepsins that differ on their genetic 

sequence. Each subtype has a tissue specificity that is associated with disparities in their 
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structure, catalytic mechanism and substrate in which they cleave [52]. A review by Vito et al. 

[53] compares the amino acid sequences between the different cathepsin sub-types showing large 

amount of conserved sequences between them. Cathepsin proteins include three distinct 

domains, namely L- and R- domains and the active site [53] The L-domain contains three distinct 

α-helices while the R-domain is primarily a β-barrel structure that are joined by a binding site . 

The active site includes residues that are conserved between different cathepsin subtypes, 

specifically Cys25 and His163 based on the cathepsin L template sequence [54].  

Cathepsin production and activity has been associated with allergic asthma [24, 55]. 

Cathepsins are released from various antigen presenting cells (APCs) as well as eosinophils and 

neutrophils during an inflammatory response [50, 56]. Cathepsin release and activity is also 

linked to a variety of tissues and are associated with an number if chronic inflammatory and 

physiological conditions (Table 2) [41, 42, 52, 57]  
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Table 2:Sub-types of cathepsins associated with human disorders [53, 58-69]. 

Cathepsin Type Associated Disorder Primary Function 
A Galactosialidosis Assists in transporting β-galactosidase and 

neuraminidase in the breakdown of sugar 
molecules.

B Cancers and 
neurodegenerative disorders

Primarily used to enhance the proteolytic 
activity of other proteins 

C Papillon-Lefevre Disease, 
COPD, astham 

Activation of serine proteases in 
inflammatory and immune cells 

D Breast cancer and 
Alzheimer’s Disease

Protein turnover and proteolytic activation 

E Neuronal death and ischemia Protein degradation and MHC class II 
pathway processing

F Ceroid lipofuscinosis Intracellular protein turnover 
G Blood-brain barrier 

breakdown 
Intracellular pathogens and breaking down 
tissue during inflammation 

H Diabetes Degradation of lysosomal protein 
K Osteoporosis Bone remodeling and absorption 
L Myopathies and myocardial 

ischemia 
Initiation of protein degradation 

O Cancer Cellular protein degradation and turnover
S Astrocytomas Participation in protein degradation for 

MHC class II
V Breast and rectal cancer, 

hypertrophy 
Hydrolyzes proteins 

 

During wound healing, tissue remodeling and inflammation several isoforms of 

cathepsins can be released which are tissue and process specific [53]. The role of cathepsins in 

allergic asthma has been of recent focus [24]. Specifically, cathepsin S is elevated in murine 

models of lung inflammation [70-72]. During an allergic response, pro-inflammatory markers 

such as IFNγ and IL-13 bind to APCs and other inflammatory cells which initiate a cascade 

response within the cell, including lysosome release and secretion of cathepsins [43, 72, 73]. 

Cathepsins then modify surrounding extracellular proteins, and also contribute to lung 

remodeling through activation of the apoptosis and autophagy pathways in structural cells [74].  
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6.1.3 Autophagy, asthma, and inflammation 

Autophagy is a homeostatic catabolic process for macromolecular and organelle turnover 

and it can be further activated when cells are subjected to stress, for example, unfavorable 

environmental condition caused by nutrient starvation [75]. Through this process cells can 

replenish and maintain energy stores, as well as remove damaged or aged organelles to support 

survival and/or enable heightened metabolism when necessary (eg. acute and chronic biogenesis 

and release of ECM proteins or inflammatory mediators) [76]. During autophagy organelles and 

macromolecules are encapsulated in autophagosomes, which ultimately fuse with lysosomes to 

form autophagolysosomes [76]. Within autophagolysosomes, organelles and macromolecules are 

reduced to their simplest components in an acidic environment that activates lysosomal proteases 

(Figure 3) [75].  

 

Figure 3:Autophagy Pathway. During autophagy, external signals triggers the formation of an 
autophagosome that has engulfed an organelle. The autophagosome merges with a lysosome 
which contains digestive enzymes that degrades the organelle into its molecular components.  

 

By turning over constituents of cell organelles, autophagy promotes cell homeostasis and 

survival, under severe conditions [77]. However, excessive autophagy has also been linked to 

induction of pro-death pathways that lead to cell demise [78]. Due to this seemingly dual role, 

the precise contribution of autophagy in promoting or neutralizing pathogenesis of chronic and 

acute disease is not fully resolved [75, 76, 78].  
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In many disease states autophagy is associated with the pathophysiological process, 

including recent reports that suggest it may be a component of asthma pathobiology [79-81]. To 

date, there is insufficient data to ascribe a role, promotive or suppressive, for autophagy in 

asthma. Though autophagy activity occurs during airway inflammation and pathophysiology it 

has not been conclusively liked with promoting inflammation per se [76]. Some studies have 

described how autophagy is regulated and activated in airway smooth muscle cells due in 

response to exposure to pro-fibrotic and pro-inflammatory mediators [78, 82-84]. Based on the 

uncertainty for a role of autophagy in asthma, a tangential element of this thesis is to use in vivo 

imaging to monitor whether pharmacologic inhibition of autophagy affects allergen challenge-

induced lung inflammation in mice. 

 

6.3 Animal models of asthma 

 Animal models of human disease are vital tools to decipher complex pathogenesis 

mechanisms and for pre-clinical testing of emerging therapies. The majority of animal models 

for allergic asthma involve the use of mice as they offer a platform for effective genetic 

manipulation, exhibit immunological responses that mimic humans, and large numbers can be 

housed affordably and with ease [85, 86]. Despite these strengths, murine models of asthma do 

have some pivotal differences from the human lung and airway, and asthma’s presentation: 1) 

mice have significantly fewer generations of conducting airways than humans, 2) the breathing 

rate of a mouse is almost double that of a human, 3) mice lack mucous glands, relying on airway 

epithelial goblet cells for mucous production, and 4) mice do not spontaneously acquire asthma, 

rather they mount an acute allergic response that generates an inflammatory signature that is 

similar to that seen in humans [86, 87]. With these caveats considered, research with murine 
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models of “allergic asthma” has been instrumental in describing fundamental immunologic and 

pathophysiologic processes associated with asthma. 

 As mice do not spontaneously generate asthma, protocols have been developed in which 

the animals are sensitized to, and/or aero-challenged with environmental allergens to elicit an 

“asthma-like” inflammatory response in the lungs [88-90]. Commonly used agents include 

ovalbumin, house dust mite or cockroach antigens, and fungal and ragweed extracts [91]. These 

can be injected to induce immune hypersensitivity and/or animals are subjected to inhalation 

challenge to promote lung-specific mucosal immune response, inflammation and tissue repair 

[92-95].  

House dust mite (HDM) is commonly used as it is considered to be clinically relevant, 

being a very common trigger-allergen associated with human asthma [96-99]. When inhaled by 

mice, HDM acutely induces human asthma-like inflammation that is marked by significant 

eosinophilic infiltration and background neutrophilic infiltration that underpin the acquisition of 

airway hyperresponsiveness, a classic clinical hallmark of asthma [96, 100]. With chronic aero-

challenge, HDM can also induce marked airway wall remodeling as is seen in long-duration 

human asthma [3].  

 Airway inflammation in murine models can be quantitated in a variety of ways to 

determine the degree and characteristics of allergen challenge-induced inflammation. The current 

“gold standard” is to perform immune cell counting and differential cell analysis in lung lavage. 

Typically, lymphocytes, neutrophils, eosinophils accumulate during the immune response, and  

the fractional abundance of alveolar macrophages decreased compared to baseline in allergen-

naïve mice [101, 102]. Inflammation can also include multi-plex enzyme-linked immunosorbent 

assay (ELISA) to profile and quantify abundance of relevant cytokines, chemokines and growth 
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factors, as thus provide insight for molecular biomarkers of the inflammatory state in the lung 

[103, 104]. Lung histology is also routinely performed to assess the extent and spatial pattern of 

immune cell infiltration, however differential analysis of immune cell types is less reliable than 

can be achieved with manual light microscopy analyses or flow cytometry of lung lavage cell 

pellets [102]. While these procedures provide accurate assessment of lung inflammation, they are 

not without limitations, in particular they represent an experimental endpoint involving sacrifice 

of animals, thus cannot be used for repeated measurement in individual mice, mandating the use 

of many animals in order to track temporal changes in lung inflammation in chronic allergen 

challenge protocols.   

For in vivo studies, several different murine strains have been used, including genetically 

engineered transgenic and gene knock out mice [88]. Each strain has its advantages and 

disadvantages, depending on the precise question(s) being considered [105-107]. One of the most 

commonly used strains is the BALB/c mouse which mounts a strong immune response and can 

exhibit significant airway hyperresponsiveness upon allergen challenge compared to other strains 

[108, 109]. For instance, BALB/c mice exhibit a strong Th2 cell response to inhaled allergen 

challenge, which parallels asthma pathophysiology in humans [110].  

 

6.4 Non-invasive Imaging 

Non-invasive imaging can be used in research to visualize and quantify structural features 

and/or spatial patterns of biological activity in different organs. While different imaging 

modalities have specific strengths and weaknesses, in general, they do enable real-time, temporal 

and spatial assessment of disease progression associated with changes in organ structure and 
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function [111]. Non-invasive imaging also allows for quantitation of disease progression without 

sacrifice, thus enabling repeat measurements over time in individual animals.  

The lung is a spatially dynamic organ that continually moves in space during breathing. It 

also has relatively little tissue mass per unit volume compared to more dense organs (eg. bone) 

that are not air-filled. Thus, lung imaging focuses on measuring the physiological change on the 

lung compared to convention structural changes [112, 113]. Lung imaging and spatial co-

registration of images in a living animal is particularly problematic due to the movement of lungs 

during breathing and because of the proximity of a beating heart. Different in vivo imaging 

approaches, such as lung magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) for example have relied on the 

development of protocols to compensate for this hurdle by using image registration techniques – 

identifying a landmark structure that determines when a particular imaging frame is recorded 

when the lungs are repeatedly in the same position during the respiratory cycle -  in order to 

obtain in-focus images of highest possible resolution [112, 114, 115].  

Magnetic resonance imaging provides high resolution scans of murine tissue by applying 

a magnetic field to align the spins of protons in the tissue, thereby generating a detectable signal 

[113]. Imaging of murine lungs with MRI has a number of challenges: 1) the lungs have minimal 

tissue density resulting in excess “noise” from air-filled space, 2) magnetic field irregularities 

occur at air-tissue interfaces, 3) the lung is a moving organ, and 4) cardiac motion also 

contributes to image blurring [116]. To obtain measurable images, researchers use fast gradient 

imaging sequences, spin-echo sequences that have been synced with the respiratory cycle, or 

hyperpolarized inhaled gas is employed [114, 117-119]. Another limitation is that MRI requires 

access to highly specialized equipment managed by a trained operator, thus is prohibitive to 

many investigators. 
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Positron emission tomography (PET) is a nuclear medicine imagine technique that has 

been used to study lung physiology and pathophysiology [120, 121]. PET has also been used to 

measure murine lung inflammation using positron-emitting isotopes [122]. While PET scans can 

provide excellent insight into metabolic processes of the body, it too has its own set of 

complications: 1) spatial resolution due to the small size of the mouse thorax, 2) usage of 

radioactive injectable agents, and 3) the amount of radioactive signal being detected versus 

emitted [120, 121, 123]. As with MRI, PET use is also limited by access to highly specialized 

equipment that is managed by a trained operator. 

Micro computed tomography (CT) has been a gold standard for non-invasive imaging of 

the lung in a clinical and basic science setting [115]. Micro CT utilizes x-rays to develop a series 

of image planes that can be reconstituted to generate a stack of two-dimensional images through 

the entire lungs. Micro CT is widely used to track physiological changes in lung morphology 

rather than measuring biological activity such as inflammation. Some attempts have been made 

at merging micro CT with other imaging modalities that track biological function, such as 

fluorescence optical imaging, to create structural and functional images of disease progression. 

The main limitations in using micro CT imaging for the lung include it having poor soft tissue 

imaging capacities and that it requires exposure to damaging high energy x-rays, precluding its 

repeated use in individual animals [124-126]. Micro CT imaging also requires access to highly 

specialized equipment that is managed by a trained operator. 

 

6.4.1 Optical Imaging 

Optical imaging is a non-invasive technique that detects the visible light and infrared 

electromagnetic spectrum for spatial characterization and, with an appropriate dye, can be used 
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to quantify the magnitude and nature of biological activity associated with a process of interest 

(eg. inflammation) [127]. A unique strength of optical imaging comes from the unique and 

diverse properties of injectable agents that can be activated in situ [128-130]. This potential can 

relatively easily be exploited and optical imaging technology is relatively simple – computer 

controlled light source, detector and camera – and a breadth of enzyme-activated dyes are 

available commercially [128-131]. For these reasons optical imaging is gaining popularity for 

non-invasive assessment of process such as inflammation in tissues of small animal disease 

models. As noted in a previous section, optical imaging approaches are also suitable for 

simultaneous imaging in conjunction with other imaging technologies. For instance, it has been 

used in conjunction with micro CT to merge image and enable spatial segregation of biological 

activity (eg. cathepsin activity) so that activity can be directly associated with sites of tissue 

remodeling [132]. 

Fluorescent imaging is a sub-modality of optical imaging that is enabled by the use of an 

injectable dye/contrast agent that includes a high intensity fluorochrome that absorbs light of 

defined wavelength and has a narrow emission spectrum [133]. A common design is for such 

contrast agents to be “activatable”, as in a pre-state they are either not strongly fluorescent or 

have a unique emission spectrum compared to the activated-state when can be highly fluorescent 

with a emission spectrum that is distinct from that of the pre-state dye (described in subsequent 

Section 6.5). Activation is frequently based on capacity for the selective cleavage of the dye 

molecule, for example a peptide linker of defined sequence, by a specific enzyme or enzyme 

class (eg. cathepsins, matrix metalloproteinases). This design enables the quantification of the 

signal such that as more dye is activated, the magnitude more signal is generated in direct 

correlation with the level of enzyme activity [134, 135]. Advances in chemical and molecular 
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engineering to develop contrast agents with defined excitation and emission spectra, thus 

enabling discrimination for natural auto-fluorescence has been critical in enabling wider use of in 

vivo optical imaging in biomedical research. 

Fluorescence imaging has long been applied for broad use in microscopy applications of 

cells and tissue sections that provide a static sample that typically is less than 200M in depth 

[133, 136-138]. With development of in vivo optical imaging technology (described in more 

detail in the next section), major technology hurdles that have been solved relate to need to 

localize a signal in space in specific internal tissues (eg. heart) that can be >1cm from the body 

surface in a small animal, and are often also obscured by dense structures or tissue layers (eg. 

ribs, skin, hair) present between the imaging detector and the organ of interest. As such, to date 

in vivo optical imaging has chiefly been standardized for monitoring larger and more superficial 

structures, for example tracking growth of primary tumors and the formation of secondary 

tumors in animal cancer models [139]. Imaging of deeper organs is subject to significant 

refraction and absorption of light by other organs and structures that interferes with detection and 

spatial resolution of the signal of interest [111, 140]. 

 Imaging organs within the thorax is made difficult by confounding effects of the 

surrounding ribcage and muscle layers that refract light [112, 141]. Thus, regardless of the 

imaging modality, the lungs pose a number of technical hurdles that can hamper imaging. In 

summary these include: 1) the lungs being air-filled and with a low proportion of tissue per unit 

volume, being composed of a web thin interstitial structures that are difficult to resolve using 

imaging; 2) the lungs are located in the thoracic cavity which is demarcated by a bony rib cage 

and dense muscle that refract and absorb electromagnetic signals; and, 3) in living animals the 

lungs are not stationary, rather move and change shape and size constantly with breathing, 
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making it difficult to obtain high resolution images [112]. These difficulties are compounded 

when imaging is being carried out in a small animal such as a mouse in which the breathing rate 

is very rapid [140, 142]. 

 In order to circumvent technical challenges associated with optical imaging two sub-

modalities of fluorescent can be used in small animals such as mice; epi-illumination and trans-

illumination. These approaches differ in the position of the excitation light source in relation to 

the animal (Figure 4).  

 

Figure 4: IVIS In vivo fluorescent imaging chamber light sources. The IVIS In vivo 
fluorescent imaging chamber has two sources of light. A) Epi-illumination uses light refracted 
off the mouse and uses sensors on the same size to measure. (black arrow) B) Trans-illumination 
passes the light through the specimen and has sensors to collect the light on the opposite side. 
(white arrow)  

 

For epi-illumination an excitation light source is positioned above and at some distance 

(centimeters) from the animal, and emission light detectors are also positioned above and 

centimeters away from the animal. Due to the nature of the excitation and emission collection 

technique, epi-illumination is the approach of choice for surface organ imaging, but has limited 

sensitivity and resolution for deep tissue imaging. During trans-illumination the excitation light 
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source is beneath and very near the animal to prevent reflection from skin and outer body 

structures. For trans-illumination emission light detectors are positioned above and at some 

distance (centimeters) from the animal to capture emission signal generated by excitation light 

applied beneath the animal. Trans-illumination is the imaging method of choice for deep tissue 

imaging [143, 144] 

 

6.5 Fluorescent imaging agents 

Tissue autofluorescence is a natural characteristic of tissues and biological fluids [145-

149]. Thus, to selectively detect fluorescence signals that are an index of biological function or 

presence of a particular mediator in vivo requires the use of an agent with specific fluorescence 

excitation and emission properties that can be activated and selectively detected when needed 

[135]. The dyes are designed to be delivered by vascular injection, typically through the tail vein, 

several minutes to hours prior to imaging, and have a post-activation half-life of approximately 4 

hours. To avoid the depletion of dye during the measurement window, thus preventing maximum 

fluorescence to be achieved, the absolute dose of dye injected must be high enough to avoid 

signal blunting; this must typically be determined empirically as there is significant variation 

between animals, disease models, and during the disease cycle in longer duration protocols.  

Many fluorescent indicators for enzyme activation have been developed for optical 

imaging research applications [131, 150]. For example, the ProSense 750 that I used for my 

studies, as it is selectively activated by cysteine proteases (cathepsins), which are released by 

immune cells and accumulate in the lungs in response to allergen challenge, as well as being 

released by structural cells of the lung in response to cytokines and growth factors [109, 151]. 

Figure 5 depicts a generic injectable peptide-backbone fluorescent probe.  
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Figure 5: Generic fluorescent probe structure and activation. Fluorescent probes have a 
protease specific peptide backbone connected by two linker proteins. The Linker proteins are 
also connected to the fluorescent tags. When near, the reporter tags quench one another resulting 
in no signal. However, when a protease recognized and cleaves the peptide backbone, the two 
fluorescent tags are separated resulting in the tracer to emit a detectable signal.  

 

The dye consists of two parts: a reporter molecule(s) (a fluorochrome) and linker peptide. 

Reporter molecules are linked by a peptide of defined amino acid sequence that mimics catalytic 

targets for different enzyme classes, for instance a protease such as cathepsin. Once cleaved, the 

two reporter molecules, which quench mutual fluorescence in the intact probe due their close 

proximity, become spatially separated, thus enabling fluorescence emission that can be 

monitored while target tissues are illuminated with an appropriate light excitation signal (Figure 

5) [152, 153]. In such a case the amount of probe that is cleaved directly reflects the level of 

activation of the protease in the organ or tissue of interest and this is manifest as greater 

fluorescence radiance, as measured by a photodetector. 

 A wide spectrum of dyes with defined fluorescence properties that are activated by 

biological process such as bacterial infection progression, apoptosis, tumor growth and 

metastasis, neutrophil elastase activity, matrix metalloproteinase activation, and angiogenesis are 

commercially available for pre-clinical research in small animal models to track induction and 

pathogenesis of disease. In these cases, the indicator acts as a contrast agent, and is designed to 
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be modified by cell or tissue-specific enzymes, mediators or binding interaction with endogenous 

molecules. Based on biological evidence, optical imaging protocols can be designed to reveal the 

location and magnitude of activity related to a particular pathophysiological process (eg. 

inflammation, apoptosis) that is ascribed to specific cell types, in individual structures (eg. tumor 

or blood vessel). As the fluorescent dye can be activated by pathways associated with disease 

processes, changes in individual pathways can be quantified repeatedly over time to track disease 

phenotype progression in individual animals [151]. This is achieved by selective detection and 

quantitation of the intensity, position and size of the area of the radiance in tissues [109, 111, 

140, 154]. There is significant effort in developing near infrared probes as autofluorescence is 

relatively low in this range of the electromagnetic spectrum, and higher frequency infrared light 

is better able to pass through tissues [155]. 
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7. HYPOTHESIS AND AIMS 

As asthma has reached near epidemic levels worldwide, there is a significant need to 

understand pathophysiology and streamline new drug development and testing. As such there is 

increased focus on using new technologies, including non-invasive imaging in suitable animal 

disease models, to promote translation of basic research through pre-clinical testing and to 

rapidly screen new compounds as therapeutics. With respect to murine models of asthma, costs 

and efficiency limit screening, and there is potential for hurdles, but this can be greatly mitigated 

using protocols that include repeated measures in individual animals. Such capacity would 

enable the leverage of potential that transgenic and/or knockout mouse models offer. For one, 

non-invasive imaging offers the opportunity for repeated measures in individual mice to reduce 

variability, enable more robust assessment of long term effects of interventions, and more 

effectively assess whether novel compounds can reverse established disease. 

Allergic asthma is a chronic inflammatory disorder that is triggered and exacerbated by 

exposure to allergic, inhaled or systemic [4]. Inflammation includes the influx of leukocytes – 

chiefly eosinophils, neutrophils and lymphocytes - to the lungs, thus promoting pathophysiology 

[18, 19]. These cells mediate their effects by secreting a myriad of protein and lipid-based 

mediators, including cytokines, chemokines, growth factors and proteases that underpin 

sustained inflammation and orchestrate local responses that contribute to tissue remodeling 

[156]. Cathepsins are cysteine proteases that have become a recent focus for research, with 

evidence that they regulate ECM remodeling of asthma [51, 72], a process that progresses 

through cycles of damage and repair associated with immune cell recruitment [52]. 
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 My project is designed to test the utility of non-invasive fluorescent optical imaging, 

using a cathepsin-activated dye, comparing differences in lung radiance in allergen-naïve and 

allergen challenged mice, as well as assessing the impact of anti-inflammatory therapies in 

allergen challenged mice. The primary aim of this project is to develop protocols using non-

invasive fluorescent optical imaging to quantitate lung inflammation in response to an 

allergic challenge in a murine model of asthma. Specifically, for my experiments, cathepsin-

activated ProSense® 750 in vivo fluorescent imaging agent with an excitation and emission 

wavelength at 750 and 770 nm respectively was used. [109]. The utility of this dye as an index of 

lung inflammation has been validated, as the degree of fluorescence activation correlates with 

cathepsin expression in a LPS-challenge mouse model [157].  The work in my thesis applies in 

vivo optical imaging in a house dust mite (HDM) challenge murine model of allergic asthma to 

determine whether it can support pre-clinical assessment of allergic inflammation, with 

quantitative comparisons of multiple treatment groups. 

 For my studies I employ an already-established murine model of allergic asthma, 

replying on repeated intranasal challenge with HDM lysate [82, 158]. The HDM challenge 

model is considered to be clinically relevant as HDM is a principal aero-allergen for allergic 

asthma, and many pathophysiologic features mimic clinical presentation of asthma, including 

lung inflammation (influx of eosinophils, neutrophils and macrophages) that includes 

accumulation of cytokines and proteases, and the development of reversible airway 

hyperresponsiveness [26, 27, 91]. 

This project is designed to develop, test and validate a working protocol for using 

fluorescent optical imaging to quantitate the lung inflammatory response associated with allergen 

challenge. We test the overarching hypothesis that in vivo optical imaging using fluorescent 
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tags can effectively measure and track the allergic inflammatory response in the lung of 

allergen challenged mice. To test the hypothesis I set out two Specific Aims: 

 

Specific Aim 1): Utilize the IVIS® series pre-clinical in vivo imaging system to create and test a 

technical protocol to monitor and quantitate inflammation in the lung in HDM-challenged mice, 

comparing to allergen-naïve mice. This series of studies creates a platform that can support 

ongoing and future pre-clinical research but solving technical issues, optimizing the image 

collection process, establishing image processing and capture protocols, and refining methods to 

normalize data to reduce variability and enable comparisons between groups.     

 

Specific Aim 2): Test and validate the optical imaging protocol I develop in Aim 1 to quantify 

responses to asthma therapies that inhibit the inflammatory response, using a pre-clinical drug 

testing design. These studies provide real-world assessment of the applicability and potential 

utility of the in vivo optical imaging protocol and platform I establish in Aim 1. Experiments will 

also provide new insight about cathepsin biology and involvement in lung inflammation, 

pathophysiology and pathobiology (eg. autophagy). 
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8. METHODS 

8.1 Murine Model 

8-week old female BALB/c mice (GMC, University of Manitoba, Winnipeg, Manitoba, 

Canada) were used as the experimental animal model. All animals were housed in polycarbonate 

cages in a controlled environment at the University of Manitoba’s Animal Care Facility. Mice 

had access to food and water ad libitum. Upon arrival at the facility, mice were given a one-week 

acclimatization period prior to being recruited into the HDM challenge protocol. All animal 

procedures were approved by the University of Manitoba Animal Ethics Committee as outlined 

by the Canadian Council on Animal Care 

 

8.2 Allergic Asthma Challenge/Treatment Models 

All mice were on an alfalfa-free diet (Harlan Laboratories, United States of America) to 

reduce auto-fluorescence, with the exception that a control group fed regular mouse-chow was 

included in one study. To induce allergic lung inflammation, mice underwent an acute, 2-week 

HDM challenge as outlined in Figure 6.  
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Figure 6: Graph of the two week acute allergen exposure model for 8 week old BALB/c mice. 
The timeline provides indicates the duration of HDM exposure, as well as the typical 
experimental time points (24 and 48hrs after final HDM challenge) that were employed 
throughout this project. During two weeks HDM exposure, allergen was delivered intra-nasally 
for 5 consecutive days, than an additional 5 days with a 2 day “rest” in between using HDM in a 
formulation outlined in Methods. 

 

Mice had five days of intranasal HDM challenge followed by two days’ rest for a total of 

14 days repeat. The challenge consisted of HDM (Greer Laboratories, Lenoir, North Carolina, 

United States) dissolved in hospital grade saline at a concentration of 2.5mg/mL. The cocktail 

was delivered via pipette tip intranasal while the mice were under 4% isoflurane anesthesia. For 

some studies mice were given an intranasal combination of HDM/simvastatin (Toronto Research 

Chemicals, Toronto, Ontario, Canada) or HDM/fluticasone propionate (gift from 

GlaxoSmithKline Canada Inc, Mississauga, Ontario, Canada). When used, simvastatin was 

delivered at a concentration of 6mg/kg, 3mg/kg or 1.5mg/kg, and fluticasone propionate was 

delivered at a dose of 10µg/kg. In other studies mice were also treated with the autophagy 

inhibitor, chloroquine (CQ) (Sigma-Aldrich, Toronto, Ontario, Canada) alone or in combination 

with HDM challenge. In these studies CQ was delivered by interperitonial (IP) injection (50 

mg/mL) in conjunction to the HDM challenge. 
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8.3 In Vivo Fluorescent Imaging 

Fluorescent imaging was performed using the IVIS Spectrum Pre-clinical In Vivo 

Imaging System (IVIS) (Perkin Elmer, Waltham, Massaschusetts, United States). Mice were 

initially anesthetized using 4% isoflurane gas, then anesthesia was maintained throughout 

imaging using 2.5% isoflurane delivered by a nose cone in the imaging instrument. Prior to 

imaging mice were injected via tail vein with 100µL of ProSense®750 (Perkin Elmer, Waltham, 

Massachusetts, United States) at a concentration of 4nmol as per manufacturer’s instructions. 

Mice were placed on the imaging stage with ventral side facing up with their upper limbs tapped 

down to minimize light travel distance. Image collection and analysis was performed using the 

Living Image Software, version 4.4 (Perkin Elmer, Waltham, Massachusetts, United States) by a 

single observer (ML). Mice were imaged using trans-illumination at an excitation wavelength of 

745nm and emission wavelength of 780nm, using exposure times from 0.5 seconds to 1.5 

seconds at 0.25 second intervals, with an f/stop of 1 or 2, lamp level set at high or low level, and 

medium binning selected for image processing. In total, 20 images were obtained per mouse per 

experimental time point. The mouse chest region is isolated using the imaging software and 

fluorescents is calculated.  

 

8.4 Bronchoalveolar Lavage 

At the completion of each study (ie. allergen challenge, in vivo imaging at multiple  

experimental time points, and measurement of lung function), mice were anesthetized using IP 

injection of 100µl pentobarbital sodium (54.7 mg/mL) (McGill University, Montreal, Quebec, 

Canada). Bronchoalveolar lavage was collected by twice flushing lungs with of ice-cold saline 

delivered by syringe through an intratracheal tube, 1 ml at a time. The lavage was stored on ice 
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then centrifuged (1000 rpm, 10 minutes) to pellet cells. Supernatant was collected and frozen at -

80ºC for future cytokine analysis, whereas the cell pellet was resuspended in 1mL of cold saline 

then subjected to total cell counting: calculated by placing 10µL of the re-suspended cells on a 

hemocytometer, and counting cells in three random fields to obtain an average cell count.  

To determine immune cell differential composition, re-suspended cells were subjected to 

cytospinning onto glass microscope slides (100µL of cell suspension; 5 minutes, 1000rpm). 

Slides were dried in room air for 20 minutes, then stained using Fisher HeathcareTM 

PROTOCOLTM Hema 3TM Manuel Staining Solution (Fisher Scientific, Waltham, 

Massachusetts, United States) as per manufacturer’s instruction and our established protocols 

[102]. After mounting a coverslip we determined the number of eosinophils, neutrophils, 

macrophages, and lymphocytes by manual counting, based on morphological features as we have 

described [102]. Cell counts for each animal were averaged from counts of six random fields of 

view per slide.  

 

8.5 Cell Culture – treatment with autophagy inhibitors and activators 

Human airway smooth muscle primary cultures previously established in our group [159, 

160] were generated from resected 3rd-5th generation conducting airway specimens of consenting 

donors who underwent thoracic surgery at the Health Sciences Centre, Section of Thoracic 

Surgery as per protocol approved by the Human Research Ethics Committee, University of 

Manitoba. Cryopreserved vials of cells were thawed and gown in 100mm dishes using 

Dulbecco’s Modified Eagle’s Medium (DMEM) (Gibco Life Technologies, Burlington, Ontario) 

supplemented with 10% Fetal Bovine Serum (FBS) (Gibco Life Technologies, Burlington, 

Ontario) and 5% penicillin/streptomycin (Gibco by Life Technologies, Burlington, Ontario). 
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Cells were plated at passage 2, and used at passage number 4-5, having employed a passage a 

split ratio of 1:4. For experimental protocols cells were grow to ~70% confluence, then media 

was changed to one of the following 5 conditions for subsequent collection of total protein 

lysates 0-96hrs thereafter: 

 a) negative control: DMEM; 

 b) “cytomix” treatment: DMEM supplemented with 10ng/mL each of tumor necrosis 

factor  α (TNF-α), interleukin 1β (IL-1β), and interferon  (IFN-γ)(PeproTech, Quebec, Canada); 

e) positive control: DMEM supplemented with the autophagy inducer, rapamycin (1M)  

(Sigma-Aldrich, Toronto, Ontario, Canada). 

 

8.6 Western Blot Analysis 

Total protein cell lysates from individual 100mm culture plates was collected from primary 

human airway smooth muscle cell cultures subjected to negative control, cytomix, cytomix/Baf-

A1, cytomix/3-MA or positive control conditions were collected at 0, 24, 48, 72, and 96 hours 

treatment in 200µL of RIPA buffer (Aqueous solution with 10 mM Tris pH 7.5, 150 mM NaCl, 

1:100 NP40, 1g/100mL Deoxycholic Acid Salt, 0.1% SDS, 1:100 protease inhibitor cocktail 

(Sigma-Aldrich, St. Luuis, MO), 1:100 phosphatase inhibitor cocktail 2 (Sigma-Aldrich, St. 

Louis, MO), and 1 mM PMSF, pH adjusted to 8.0). Total relative protein concentration in cell 

lysates was measured using a BioRad DC-Assay Kit (based on the Lowry method) (BioRad, 

Mississauga, Ontario) using bovine serum albumin to generate a standard curve with minimum 

correlation of r2>.95 being acceptable. Thereafter, in preparation of SDS-polyacrylamide gel 

electrophoresis (SDS-PAGE), lysates were diluted to 1g/L concentration using a denaturing 

loading buffer containing sodium dodecyl sulfate (SDS) and β-mercaptoethanol as we have 
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described [102, 161]. Proteins were size fractioned using 15% SDS-PAGE and thereafter electro-

transferred to nitrocellulose membranes by wet transfer as we have described. Membranes were 

then blocked for one-hour using cold 10mM Tris buffered saline containing 0.1% Tween 20 

(TBST) supplemented with 5% (w/v) dry milk powder. After washing with TBST membranes 

were incubated overnight at 4C in TBST/1% milk powder containing mouse monoclonal 

primary antibodies for autophagy markers: Light Chain 3 (LC3)-β (dilution 1:500) (Sigma-

Aldrich, Toronto, Ontario), or the autophagy gene (ATG) 5/12 complex (dilution 1:250) (Cell 

Signaling Technology, Danvers, Massachusetts). To develop blots, membranes were rinsed in 

TBST then incubated for 1 hour at room temperature in TBST containing rabbit anti-mouse Ig 

(1:1000). After a final wash with TBST, blots were developed on autoradiographic film using 

enhanced chemiluminesence (ECL) reagents (GE Life Sciences, Toronto, Ontario, Canada) as 

per manufacturer’s protocol. On all blots we also probed from β-actin to be used as a loading 

control. Blots were imaged using a page scanner and Image Lab software (BioRad, Mississauga, 

Ontario). 

 

8.7 Statistical Analysis 

 Statistical analysis was performed on data using GraphPad Prism 5 (La Jolla, California, 

United States v5.03). Student t-test and ANOVA analysis was performed as outlined in 

experimental results and Figure Legends. A p-value of <.05 was considered significant.  
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9. RESULTS 

9.1 Optimization of Imaging 

8-week old female Balb/c mice underwent 2-weeks HDM intranasal challenge, and we 

first determined whether diet was a determinant of autofluorescence. For this study mice were 

fed a diet of wither regular mouse chow, or a diet of mouse chow that is alfalfa-free. We first 

determined the detectable levels of basal autofluorescence using threshold parameters of the 

IVIS optical imager for trans-illumination image detection, exposure time, illumination point 

number, and wavelength. Mice that were fed regular chow had significantly higher levels of 

autofluorescence compared to mice on an alfalfa-free diet for two weeks, in which 

autofluorescence frequently exists at a level below detectable limits (Figure 7).  

 

Figure 7: Comparison of autofluorescence in the thorax of mice fed either regular chow or  
alfalfa-free chow for two weeks. Images were captured using threshold image capture settings 
with the IVIS Optical Imager (1 sec, exposure | 2 f/stop | lamp level, high). No contrast agent 
was injected in the animals. Error bars represent SEM of data obtained in one measurement from 
three different mice. * = p<0.05 as per Student’s T-test. 
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Thus, feeding mice an alfalfa-free diet markedly dampened autofluorescence to levels 

below the detectable range (ie. equivalent to 0), whereas mice on a regular chow diet (that 

includes alfalfa) exhibited an average florescence of 1x1010  2.489x10009 p/s.  

We next determined the extent to which the 2-week HDM intranasal challenge protocol 

could induce lung inflammation that is associated with cathepsin-dependent activation of 

ProSense750 (Figure 8).  

 

 

Figure 8: ProSense 750 activation and lung radiance induced by 2-weeks of HDM challenge. 
Six mice were subjected to acute HDM intranasal challenge protocol; 18 hours after final 
allergen challenge mice received a tail vein injection of ProSense 750 as decried in Methods. 
Optical imaging in trans-illumination mode (excitation wavelength 745nm; Emission 
wavelength: 780nm), was performed 24 and 48 hours after final HDM challenge in each mouse. 
A) 24 hours post allergen challenge (6 hours post ProSense 750 injection):  left panel shows a 
typical whole body image for an HDM-challenged and allergen naïve mouse (0.5 sec exposure | 
f/stop 2 | lamp level low). Bar on the left indicates pseudocolored scale for radiance. Histogram 

A 

B 
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shows mean  SEM of lung radiance from 6 mice. B) 28 hours post allergen challenge (30 hours 
post ProSense 750 injection):  left panel shows a typical whole body image for an HDM-
challenged and allergen naïve mouse (0.5 sec exposure | f/stop 2 | lamp level low). Bar on the left 
indicates pseudocolored scale for radiance. Histogram shows mean  SEM of lung radiance from 
6 mice. Mean values were compared between HDM-challenge and allergen-naive groups at each 
time point using Student’s T-test. *P<0.05 (0.0192 for 24 hr time point as indicated). 

 

For imaging at two experimental time points (24 and 48h hours post allergen challenge), 

mice received a tail vein injection of ProSense750 18 hours after final HDM challenge (ie. 6 hrs 

and 30 hrs prior to imaging at 24 and 48 hours post-allergen, respectively). We measured marked 

radiance of ProSense750 in the lungs of mice at both 24 and 48 hours post-allergen challenge. 

The radiance 24 hours after allergen challenge (Figure 8A) was 25% higher than that we 

measured 48 hours after allergen challenge (Figure 8B); this may be due to loss of dye 

bioavailability, changing character of inflammation, or both. We did detect basal ProSense750 

radiance in the lungs of allergen naïve mice 6 hours after dye injection (24 hour experimental 

time point), this signal was not detectable 30 hours after dye injection (48 hour experimental 

time point), suggesting that bioavailability of ProSense750 was compromised at the later time 

point. At the completion of imaging at 48 hours, to confirm that the chest radiance for 

ProSense750 was principally generated in the lungs, for three mice we performed one additional 

imaging analysis in intact lungs that were excised from each animal. We compared the radiance 

in the excised lung to what we measured in the chest of the same animal in vivo. We confirmed 

that normalized radiance was not significantly different from what we measured in vivo for either 

HDM-challenged or allergen-naïve animals (P=0.15 for both HDM- and naïve-mice; Student’s 

T-test, n=3).  
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9.2 Injection Quality 

We next determined whether the quality of the injection of ProSense750 dye into the tail 

vein played a role in the magnitude of lung radiance that we subsequently measured in the chest 

in vivo. In order to assess the efficiency of tail vein injection, we tracked tail vein radiance after 

injection. We obtained images from the tip to the base of the tail on both sides with a priori 

rationale that injection quality is proportional to the efficiency of delivery directly to the vein, 

without loss into perivascular regions surrounding the injection site. Low quality (efficiency) tail 

vein injections would thus be characterized by more pronounced pooling of dye in tissues 

surrounding the injection site, resulting in less effective systemic delivery of ProSense750, 

including to the lungs. 

To enable semi-quantitative assessment of injection quality, we developed a numerical 

scale from 1 to 3 based on: the number of injection attempts; the radiance that was measurable in 

the vein; and, the radiance of dye measured in perivascular regions at the injection site. Table 3 

summarizes the parameters for the injection quality assessment scale and how injection quality 

scoring was allocated.  

 

Table 3: Injection quality assessment scale.  

Group Parameters 
1 One to two injections single side, minimal in perivascular region 
2 One to two injections per side, approximately half dye is in perivascular region
3 Three to four injection attempts per side, majority of the dye is in the 

perivascular space 
 

For this study we performed injections of ProSense750 in 10 naïve mice and used the 

quality assessment criteria to assign an injection quality score. Figure 9 summarized the results 

of the injection assessment analysis, and shows that chest radiance was unaffected if injection 
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quality was scored between 1 and 3, this did not reach statistical significance (P>0.05, one way 

ANOVA).  

 

Figure 9: Assessment of quality of tail vein injection of ProSense750. Allergen-naïve mice 
were subjected to tail injection and full tail imaging was commenced within 10 seconds.  Based 
on criteria described in Table 3, each injection was scored. Chest radiance was measured 6 hours 
after ProSense750 injection. (A) Correlation of chest radiance (Y-axis) with tail vein injection 
score (X axis).Tail vain quality score was binned. The  number of injections included in each bin 
were: Score 1 (2); Score 2 (4), and Score 3 (5). NO significant difference was apparent in chest 
radiance between groups (One Way ANOVA, P>0.05). (B) Typical IVIS image showing vein 
and perivascular dye radiance immediately after a tail vein injection (imaging set up: 1 sec exp |  
f/stop 2 | lamp level low). The example shown is a injection quality score of 1. 

 

Based on the results for this pilot quality control study, for all experiments in this project, 

only data from animals with an injection score between 1 and 2 were used for post hoc analyses.  

 

9.3 PS750 Kinetics 

We next assessed the kinetics for dye accumulation and activation in the lungs post 

injection, as well as tracking the duration over which ProSense750 signal was sustained in the 

lungs of allergen-naïve and HDM-challenged mice. This understanding is necessary to identify 

the optimal window for measuring lung radiance in experiments that test the utility of 

ProSense750 and IVIV optical imaging to measure allergic lung inflammation and the effects of 
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therapeutic interventions. As described in the sub-sections below, to achieve this objective, in 

one study, in individual mice we profiled ProSense750 radiance in the lungs immediately after a 

single i.v administration; given either 18 hours or 42 hours after final HDM challenge when 

inflammation is predominantly neutrophilic or eosinophilic, respectively.  After dye injection we 

continued to measure thorax radiance at 6-hour intervals thereafter. In a second study in 

individual mice we administered ProSense750 18 hours after final HDM challenge as above, but 

then also provided a second i.v. administration of dye 24 hours later (42 hours after final HDM 

challenge). Again, we imaged the thorax immediately after both injections and at 6 hour intervals 

thereafter for an additional 30 hours.  For all the experiments above we also included allergen-

naïve mice, and performed ProSense750 administration and optical imaging in a time matched 

manner to generate control data. 

 

9.3.1 Single Injection – 18 hours post Challenge 

Our initial study was performed in mice by administering ProSense750 (100L of 4nM) 

18 hours after the final HDM challenge in our acute (2-week) protocol, and in time-matched 

allergen naïve mice. Temporal patterns of thoracic radiance from three HDM challenged animals 

and mean data from this group are shown in Figure 10A and Figure 10B. 
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Figure 10: Kinetics of thoracic radiance after ProSense750 administration 18 hours post 
HDM challenge. Mice underwent a 2-week acute HDM challenge protocol (n=3), or time 
matched allergen-naive mice (n=2) were used. ProSense750 (100µl, 4nM) was administered 18 
hours after the final allergen challenge (indicated by arrow), and a thoracic image was obtained 
immediately thereafter (within 1 minute)(18 hour time point in each graph), as well as at 6 hour 
intervals thereafter. IVIS Spectrum image capture settings used were: 1 sec exposure | f/stop = 2 | 
lamp level low. A) Temporal record of thoracic radiance in individual HDM challenged mice. B) 
Mean data for thoracic radiance of HDM challenged mice. C) Temporal record of thoracic 
radiance in individual allergen naïve mice. D) Mean data for thoracic radiance of allergen-naïve 
mice. Data in panels B and D represent mean   standard deviation. 

 

Thoracic radiance increased rapidly, reaching a peak 6 hours after ProSense750 

administration (corresponding to 24 hours post HDM-challenge). Peak fluorescence was 

maintained for at least an additional 6 hours (12 hours post dye injection), but declined by ~50% 

12 hours after peak radiance was attained (18 hours after dye administration). Twenty-four hours 

A B 

C D
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after ProSense750 administration, thoracic radiance had declined to what we measured 

immediately after the dye had been injected.  

Temporal patterns of thoracic radiance from allergen naïve mice and mean data from this 

group are shown in Figure 10C and Figure 10D. Mean peak radiance was attained from 12-18 

hours post injection of ProSense750. However, peak radiance was significantly lower than that 

we measured in HDM challenged mice. Similar to HDM challenged mice, 24-30 hours after 

ProSense750 administration, thoracic radiance in allergen naïve mice returned to levels similar to 

that measured immediately after dye injection. 

  

 

9.3.2 Single Injection – 42 hours post challenge 

We next determined the temporal pattern of a single administration of ProSense750 42 

hours after the final HDM challenge in our acute, 2-week allergen exposure protocol. Temporal 

patterns of thoracic radiance from three HDM challenged animals and mean data from this group 

are shown in Figure 11A and Figure 11B.  
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Figure 11:  Kinetics of thoracic radiance after ProSense750 administration 42 hours post 
HDM challenge. Three mice underwent a 2-week acute HDM challenge protocol, then 
ProSense750 (100µl, 4nM) was administered 42 hours after the final allergen challenge 
(indicated by arrow), and a thoracic image was obtained immediately thereafter (within 1 
minute)(42 hour time point in each graph), as well as at 6 hour intervals thereafter. IVIS 
Spectrum image capture settings used were: 1.5 sec exposure | f/stop = 2 | lamp level low. A) 
Temporal record of thoracic radiance in individual HDM challenged mice. B) Mean data for 
thoracic radiance of HDM challenged mice. Data in panel B represent mean   standard 
deviation. 

 

The temporal pattern we observed was similar to what we observed with ProSense750 

administered 18 hours post-allergen change. Thoracic radiance increased rapidly, reaching a 

peak 6 hours after dye injection (corresponding to 48 hours post HDM challenge). Peak 

fluorescence was maintained for at least an additional 6 hours (12 hours post dye injection), but 

declined by ~50% 12 hours after peak radiance was attained (18 hours after dye administration). 

Twenty four hours after ProSense750 administration, thoracic radiance had declined to that we 

measured immediately after the dye had been injected. 
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9.3.3 Duel Injection 

As our analysis of the kinetics of ProSense750 radiance in the lungs after a single 

injection revealed that the signal may only be maintained at optimal levels for 6-12 hours, we 

next performed a study to determine whether the addition of a second, delayed dye injection in 

the same animal might broaden the window over which measurement of stable lung radiance 

could be performed. This is important as with the murine HDM challenge model that we employ, 

there are at least three critical time points that necessitate tracking of lung inflammation: (1) 6-8 

hours after final allergen challenge (when inflammation is predominantly neutrophilic, but there 

is little change in the responsiveness of airways to inhaled methacholine); (2) 24 hours after final 

allergen challenge (when inflammation is predominantly eosinophilic, but only mild-to-moderate 

changes in airway responsiveness to inhaled methacholine are evident); and, (3) 48 hours after 

final allergen challenge (when inflammation is predominantly eosinophilic, and airway 

hyperresponsiveness to inhaled methacholine is significant). 

For this quality control study we used three mice that had been subjected to our 2-week 

HDM challenge protocol and performed repeated IVIS optical imaging every 6 hours for 54 

hours, beginning 18 hours after final allergen exposure with an initial tail vein administration of 

ProSense750 (100L, 4nM). Each mouse received a similar second i.v. ProSense750 

administration 24 hours later (42 hours after final allergen exposure), and sequential imaging was 

continued for an addition 30 hours, reaching 72 hours post final allergen exposure (Figure 12).  
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Figure 12: Kinetics of thoracic radiance after dual injection of ProSense750: 18 and 42 hours 
post HDM challenge. Three mice underwent a 2-week acute HDM challenge protocol, then 
ProSense750 (100µl, 4nM) was administered 18 hours after the final allergen challenge 
(indicated by first arrow). A thoracic image was obtained immediately thereafter (within 1 
minute)(18 hour time point in each graph), as well as at 6 hour intervals thereafter. At 42 hours 
post allergen challenge a second i.v. administration of ProSense750 (100µl, 4nM) was given to 
each animal (indicated by an arrow). A thoracic image was obtained immediately thereafter 
(within 1 minute)(42 hour time point in each graph), as well as at 6 hour intervals for an 
additional 30 hours. IVIS Spectrum image capture settings used were: 1.25 second exposure | 
f/stop = 2 | lamp level low. A) Temporal record of thoracic radiance in individual HDM 
challenged mice. B) Mean data for thoracic radiance of HDM challenged mice. Data in panel B 
represent mean   standard deviation. 

 

As we observed in prior experiments, injection of ProSense750 18 hours after allergen 

challenge resulted in a gradual rise to peak thoracic radiance 6 hours later that was sustained for 

an additional 6 hours. The second administration of ProSense750, 42 hours after allergen 

challenge, almost immediately restored peak thoracic radiance, and peak radiance was sustained 

for an additional 18 hours before returning to a level comparable to that measured immediately 

after the first dye administration (18 hours after allergen exposure). Thus, though a second 

administration of ProSense750 did not generate higher lung radiance than we measured after a 

single injection, the time to reach peak radiance was markedly faster (“immediate” vs 6 hours), 

and more sustained (18 hours vs. 6 hours) than is attained with only a single administration of the 

cathepsin-activated fluorescent agent.  

A B 
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9.4 Effects of Simvastatin and Fluticasone Propionate on ProSense750 Lung Radiance 

To determine whether optical imaging of ProSense750 of the lungs in HDM challenged 

mice is sufficient to discern the inhibitory effects of anti-inflammatory therapy we next used 

IVIS optic imaging technology to compare thoracic radiance in mice treated with intra-nasally 

instilled glucocorticoid or simvastatin. Mice were subjected to our 2-week HDM challenge 

protocol, and received either daily allergen alone, or daily allergen with simvastatin (31.25 ng 

(1.6g.kg); 62.5ng (3.1g/kg); or 125ng (6.25g/kg)), or fluticasone propionate (10g/kg). We 

performed whole body imaging on 6 mice in each group to measure ProSense750 lung radiance. 

  

Whole body imaging revealed that intranasal simvastatin significantly reduced cathepsin-

activated ProSense750 lung radiance induced by repeated challenge with HDM (One way 

ANOVA, N=3, p=0.04)(Figure 13A and Figure 13B).  
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Figure 13: Effects of intranasal simvastatin therapy on cathepsin-activated ProSense750 lung 
radiance in HDM challenged mice. Mice underwent a 2-week acute HDM challenge protocol 
(HDM), or were simultaneously co-treated with intranasal simvastatin (Sim) (31.25ng 
(1.6g.kg); 62.5ng (3.1g/kg); or 125ng (6.25g/kg)). ProSense750 (100µl, 4nM) was 
administered 18 hours after the final allergen challenge  and optical imaging with the IVIS 
Spectrum was performed 6 hours later. Allergen-naïve (Naïve) mice were used as time-matched 
controls. (A) Typical whole body images, corrected for baseline radiance, showing chest 
radiance in Naïve, HDM challenged, HDM-simvastatin treated mice using image capture settings 
of: 0.75 second exposure | f/stop = 2 | lamp level low. (B) Mean data for thoracic radiance in 
whole animal imaging for each group (N=3) (*p<0.05, compared to HDM-only mice, One Way 
ANOVA). (C) Mean data for ProSense750 radiance measured in excised lungs from animals in 
each group. IVIS Spectrum image capture settings were 0.75 second exposure | f/stop = 2 | lamp 
level low. (N=3)(*p<0.05, compared to HDM-only mice, One Way ANOVA). Data in panels B 
and C represent mean   standard deviation. 
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Simvastatin concentration-dependent reduction in ProSense750 lung radiance was 

evident; however, non-parametric post hoc analysis (Bonferroni correction) did not confirm 

statistical difference between groups treated with different concentrations of simvastatin 

Whole body imaging of HDM-challenged mice that were treated with intranasal 

fluticasone propionate to blunt inflammation revealed that, in contrast to the effects of repeated 

intra-nasal instillation of simvastatin (125ng), glucocorticoid intervention had no impact on 

ProSense750 chest radiance (Figure 14A) (One Way ANOVA, N=3, p>0.05).  

 

 

 

Figure 14: Effects of intranasal fluticasone propionate and simvastatin therapy on cathepsin-
activated ProSense750 lung radiance in HDM challenged mice. Mice underwent a 2-week 
acute HDM challenge protocol (HDM), or were simultaneously co-treated with intranasal 
simvastatin (Sim) (125ng (6.25g/kg)) or fluticasone propionate (Flut)(10g/kg). ProSense750 
(volume and concentration in nM) was administered 18 hours after the final allergen challenge  
and optical imaging with the IVIS Spectrum was performed 6 hours later. Allergen-naïve 
(Naïve) mice were used as time-matched controls. (A) Mean data for thoracic radiance in whole 
animal imaging for Naïve, HDM challenged, HDM-simvastatin and HDM-Flut treated mice. 
IVIS Spectrum image capture settings were 0.75 second exposure | f/stop = 2 | lamp level low. 
(B) (N=3) (*p<0.05, compared to HDM-only mice, One Way ANOVA, with Bonferroni post hoc 
analysis). (B) Mean data for ProSense750 radiance measured in excised lungs from animals in 
each group. IVIS Spectrum image capture settings were 0.75 second exposure | f/stop = 2 | lamp 
level low. (N=3)(*p<0.05, compared to HDM-only mice, One Way ANOVA). Data are shown as 
mean   standard deviation. 
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This suggests that fluticasone propionate therapy was not sufficient to prevent allergen 

challenge-associated activation of cathepsins in the lung. Furthermore, additional imaging of 

excised lungs revealed significantly greater ProSense750 radiance in specimens from fluticasone 

propionate treated, HDM-challenged mice, than those from mice receiving 2-week HDM 

challenge alone, or simultaneous HDM challenge and intranasal simvastatin (One Way ANOVA, 

with Bonferroni correction, N=3, p<0.05)(Figure 14B). 

 

9.5 Effects of Allergen Avoidance on ProSense750 Radiance in Lungs 

 We next tested the capacity to use in vivo optical imaging of ProSense750 radiance to 

track effects of a non-pharmacological intervention (allergen avoidance) to reverse established 

allergic lung inflammation in mice. For this study, mice were subjected to our 2-week HDM 

challenge protocol then were maintained without further allergen challenge for up to an 

additional 2 weeks to mimic an allergen avoidance intervention. Mice in this study were assessed 

48 hours after allergen challenge when maximum inflammation is present, as well as 1 week or 2 

weeks post-HDM challenge using: whole body optical imaging for ProSense750 radiance using 

the IVIS Spectrum instrument to assess cathepsin-associated inflammation; and, bronchoalveolar 

lavage to collect, count and perform immune cell differential analysis to assess whole lung 

inflammation. As expected lung ProSense750 radiance was markedly elevated after 2 weeks 

repeated allergen challenge (48 hour avoidance group) compared to that measured in our 

previous studies using allergen naive mice. However, interestingly, in vivo imaging did not 

reveal any significant loss of thoracic ProSense750 radiance over the 2 week duration of allergen 

avoidance thereafter (Figure 15).  
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Figure 15: Effects allergen avoidance on ProSense750 lung radiance in mice with established 
allergic lung inflammation. Mice underwent a 2-week acute HDM challenge protocol then were 
maintained for an additional 48 hours, 1 week or 2 weeks without allergen challenge. At each 
time point, ProSense750 (100µl, 4nM) was administered 6 hours before optical imaging with the 
IVIS Spectrum, with instrument setting: 1.5 second exposure |f/stop = 2 | lamp level low. Mean 
data for thoracic radiance in whole animal imaging was determined from that measured in 3 
different animals at each time point. Data are shown as mean   standard deviation. No 
statistically significant difference was evident between different duration allergen avoidance 
groups (p>0.05 compared to 48 hours avoidance group, One Way ANOVA. 

 

In fact, thoracic ProSense750 appeared to increase somewhat after 2 weeks of allergen 

avoidance, but this was not statistically significant compared to radiance measured 48 hours or 1 

week post-HDM challenge (One Way ANOVA, N=3 for each group, p>0.05). 

 We next assessed the correlation between cathepsin-activated ProSense750 lung radiance 

with an independent index of lung inflammation, immune cell counts in lung lavage, using 

animals subjected to our allergen avoidance protocol (Figure 16).  
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Figure 16: Immune cell counts in bronchoalveolar lavage collected from 2-week HDM 
challenged mice then subjected to allergen avoidance. Mice underwent a 2-week acute HDM 
challenge protocol then were maintained for an additional 48 hours, 1 week or 2 weeks without 
allergen challenge. At each time point bronchoalveolar lavage was performed and subsequent 
cell counting and differential analysis completed. Mean data for cell counts in 3 different animals 
at each time point are shown   standard deviation. Total and individual cell counts decreased 
significantly in a disparate manner with duration of allergen avoidance (N=3 for each group; One 
way ANOVA with Bonferroni post hoc analysis, *p<0.05 compared to 48 hour avoidance group) 

 

Maximum number of cells – total and individual immune cell types – was attained 48 

hours after ceasing allergen challenge, which is consistent with our published data using the 2-

week HDM protocol [97]. We observed a significant decrease in the total number of lung lavage 

immune cells after one week and this decreased further, almost to numbers similar to allergen-

naïve animals (not shown) after two weeks of allergen avoidance (N=3 for each group, One Way 

ANOVA, p<0.05 compared to 48 hours post allergen challenge). This pattern was mirrored for 

eosinophils, neutrophils and macrophages, whereas lymphocyte number rapidly decreased to 

levels near that of allergen-naive animals within one week, therefore remained the same after 

two weeks allergen avoidance. 
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9.5.1 Correlation of lung lavage cell number with ProSense750 lung radiance 

In our allergen avoidance experiment we collected ProSense750 optical imaging day and 

performed bronchoalveolar lavage for cell counting and differential analysis on each animal at 

each allergen avoidance time point. Thus, we pooled all data (irrespective of avoidance duration) 

to assess the correlation between cell counts in individual mice (Figure 17).  
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Figure 17:  Correlation between lung lavage immune cell number and ProSense750 lung 
radiance in individual mice after HDM challenge and allergen avoidance. Mice underwent a 
2-week acute HDM challenge protocol then were maintained for an additional 48 hours, 1 week 
or 2 weeks without allergen challenge. At each time point, mice in each group (N=3) underwent 
IVIS Spectrum optical imaging for ProSense750 as described for Figure 15. After imaging 
bronchoalveolar lavage was performed and subsequent cell counting and differential analysis 
completed. Panels A (N=14) and B-E (N=9) show plots of matching data from mice in all 
groups. Linear correlative analysis to determine r2 correlation between ProSense750 radiance and 
total and individual immune cell number (shown in each panel). 
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When data from individual mice were plotted we did not observe any significant 

correlation between thoracic ProSense750 radiance and total or different immune cell counts, as 

no correlation coefficient, r2, was determined to be greater than 0.95, as indicated in Figure 17A-

E. To account for the significant variability in cell counts and radiance we observed between 

animals, we next pooled the data for the 3 mice in each allergen avoidance group, and plotted 

mean values for radiance and total or individual immune cell counts to assess the degree of 

correlation between optical imaging measurement of cathepsin activity-associated lung 

inflammation and that indicated by immune cell number in lung lavage (Figure 18)  
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Figure 18: Correlation between lung lavage immune cell number and ProSense750 lung 
radiance in different duration allergen avoidance groups after HDM challenge. Mice 
underwent a 2-week acute HDM challenge protocol then were maintained for an additional 48 
hours, 1 week or 2 weeks without allergen challenge. At each time point, mice in each group 
(N=3) underwent IVIS Spectrum optical imaging for ProSense750 as described for Figure 17. 
After imaging bronchoalveolar lavage was performed and subsequent cell counting and 
differential analysis completed. Panels A-E show plots of matched mean data for each group. 
Linear correlative analysis was performed to determine r2 correlation between ProSense750 
radiance and total and individual immune cell number (shown in each panel). Correlation was 
considered statistically significant if r2 was >0.95. 
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Interestingly, using this approach the r2 correlation coefficient between ProSense750 lung 

radiance with either total cell count (r2= 0.95), neutrophil number (r2 = 0.92), and lymphocyte 

number (r2 = 0.99) was significant. Conversely, though the r2 correlation for lung eosinophil (r2 = 

0.89) and macrophage number (r2 = 0.55) was markedly enhanced compared to individual animal 

analyses, statistical significance was not reached. 

  

9.6 Induction of autophagy by pro-inflammatory cytokines: human airway smooth muscle 

cells 

A goal of this project is to use in vivo imaging to measure effects of potential asthma 

therapies on allergic lung inflammation in mice using a pre-clinical experimental design. 

Autophagy is emerging as a modulator of inflammation and tissue repair in a number of disease 

states, including human asthma [79-81]. Prior to launching a study investigating the impact on an 

autophagy inhibitor, chloroquine, on lung inflammation in HDM challenged mice we aimed to 

establish whether inflammation induced autophagy in lung cells. For this purpose we used 

primary cultured human airway smooth muscles cells, and used immunoblotting to measure 

whether the abundance of protein biomarkers of autophagy was affected by exposure to a 

cocktail (“cytomix”) of asthma-associated cytokines: INF, IL-β and TNFα. We used Western 

blotting to track the temporal pattern of abundance of LC3-II, a marker of autophagosome 

accumulation, from 0-96 hours of “cytomix” exposure (Figure 19). Accumulation of LC3-II and 

a concomitant relative increase in the ratio of LC3-II:LC3-I was evident in each cell line 

investigated, and was on par with LC3-II accumulation in response to the autophagy inducer, 

rapamycin (48 hours).  
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Figure 19:  Immunoblot analysis of the effects of “cytomix” exposure on autophagy marker 
abundance in human airway smooth muscle cells. As detailed in Methods, three low passage 
number cell cultures (HASM075, HASM091, and HASM115) were grown to confluence, 
maintained in serum free conditions for 24hrs then treated with “cytomix” (10ng/mL of IFN, 
IL-1β and TNFα) for up to 96 hours prior to obtaining total protein lysates. For negative controls, 
protein lysates were harvested to serum-free culture, and for a positive control lysates were 
obtained from cultures treated with the autophagy inducer, rapamycin (rapa)(1g/mL) for 48 hrs 
prior to preparing protein lysates for immunoblotting, using 10g total protein load per gel ane.. 
(A) Typical immunoblot for autophagy marker, LC3-II. LC3-I is also shown, an increase in LC3-
II/LC3-I ratio is indicative of autophagy. (B) Immunoblot for loading control β-actin for 
immunoblot shown in panel A. 

 

 

9.7 Effect of autophagy inhibitor, chloroquine, on allergic asthma inflammation 

Chloroquine (CQ), inhibits autophagolysosme and lysosome function, thus is a 

suppressor of autophagy that has been tested for its therapeutic effects in a number of cancer-

related preclinical studies [162, 163]. Given our in vitro evidence that asthma cytokines can 
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induce autophagy in lung cells, we next used in vivo optical imaging to measure the effects of 

intraperitoneally injected CQ (10L, 50 mg/mL) on lung inflammation. We delivered CQ to 

mice in a prevention protocol, administering it prior to individual intranasal HDM challenges 

over the course of our standard 2-week protocol. For control mice we also administered CQ in 

allergen-naive mice. Optical imaging for ProSense750 radiance in the thorax was performed 48 

hours post HDM challenge. After imaging we also performed broncholaveolar lavage to collect 

immune cells for counting and differential analysis. Though a there appeared to be a trend for 

increased ProSense750 thoracic radiance in animals treated with chloroquine, the in vivo 

ProSense750 signal was variable and CQ treatment did not have a statistically significant effect 

on lung fluorescence induced by HDM challenge (Figure 20) (N=2, One Way ANOVA, 

P=0.49).  

 

Figure 20: Effects of chloroquine (CQ) on ProSense750 lung radiance in HDM challenged 
and allergen-naïve mice. Mice underwent either a standard 2-week acute HDM challenge 
protocol (HDM), or were also co-treated with an intraperitoneal CQ injection (50 mg/kg) prior to 
each HDM challenge (CQ + HDM). As controls, allergen-naïve mice with (CQ) or without CQ 
(Naïve) therapy were also studied. 2 animals were included in each group. ProSense750 (100µl, 
4 nM) was administered 6 hours before optical imaging with the IVIS Spectrum, performed 48 
hours after final allergen challenge (instrument settings: 1.0 second exposure |f/stop = 2 | lamp 
level low). Mean data for thoracic radiance in whole animal imaging was determined from that 
measured in 2 different animals. Data are shown as mean   standard deviation. No statistically 
significant difference was evident between different duration allergen avoidance groups (P=0.49, 
One Way ANOVA. 
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We also assessed total and differential cell counts in bronchoalveolar lavage to determine 

whether the effects of CQ on ProSense750 radiance reflected its therapeutic impact on 

inflammatory cell influx to the lung (Figure 21).  

 

Figure 21: Effects of chloroquine (CQ) on immune cell influx in HDM challenged and 
allergen-naïve mice. Mice underwent either a standard 2-week HDM challenge protocol (HDM), 
or were also co-treated with an intraperitoneal CQ injection (50 mg/kg) prior to each HDM 
challenge (CQ + HDM). As controls, allergen-naïve mice with (CQ) or without CQ (Naïve) 
therapy were also studied. 3 animals were included in each group. Bronchoalveolar lavage was 
collected after optical imaging, 48 hours after final allergen challenge and cell counting and 
differential analysis completed. Mean data    standard deviation for cell counts in 3 different 
animals in each group are shown. (A) Total cell count was significantly higher in HDM 
challenged animals compared to CQ+HDM, Naïve and CQ-only mice (One Way ANOVA with 
post hoc Bonferroni correction, *P<0.05).  Total immune cell number in CQ+HDM was 
significantly higher than in Naïve of CQ animals (One Way ANOVA with post hoc Bonferroni 
correction, #P<0.05).  (B) CQ treatment significantly reduced the number of eosinophils, 
lymphocytes and neutrophils in the lungs of HDM-challenged mice (One Way ANOVA with 
post hoc Bonferroni correction, *P<0.05), but had no effect on HDM challenge associated lung 
macrophage number (One Way ANOVA, n.s., P>0.05). 

 

In contrast to its effects on lung ProSense750 radiance, CQ significantly inhibited HDM 

challenged-induced total lung immune cell accumulation by nearly 60% (Figure 21A)(N= 3; 

One Way ANOVA with post hoc Bonferroni correction, P<0.05). Despite its inhibitory effects 
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on immune cell influx, total immune cell number in HDM challenged mice treated with CQ 

remained higher than in allergen-naïve or CQ treated allergen-naïve animals (One Way ANOVA 

with post hoc Bonferroni correction, P<0.05). CQ alone had no significant effects on immune 

cell number in the lungs of allergen-naïve mice.  

Among individual immune cell types (Figure 21B), CQ treatment inhibited eosinophil 

and macrophage accumulation in HDM challenged animals by more than 50% and 60%, 

respectively (N= 3; One Way ANOVA with post hoc Bonferroni correction, P=*<.05). HDM-

induced neutrophil influx to the lungs was blunted by ~30% by CQ treatment (N= 3; One Way 

ANOVA with post hoc Bonferroni correction, P=<.05), however, it did not affect macrophage 

number in the lungs (N= 3; One Way ANOVA with post hoc Bonferroni correction, P>0.05). 
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10. DISCUSSION 

The research described in this thesis aligns with a research direction that recognizes a 

need to decipher pathophysiologic processes that are associated with asthma in small animal 

models, enabling pre-clinical testing, but requiring novel technologies that support repeated 

measurements over time to track processes and responses in individual animals [164]. Innovation 

of this nature can underpin new and unexpected insight, as well as promoting cost and time 

efficiencies by customizing research programs to identify complementary markers of disease 

[165]. More traditional experimental procedures provide an established ‘gold standard’ to 

confirm whether newer more efficient approaches are valid and reliable. As presented we have 

done a quality control study for a new procedure by using established models and technologies in 

combination with one another to provide more robust insight into disease pathophysiology. Non-

invasive imaging, as a newer innovation that is becoming more accessible to researchers in 

general is moving to the forefront of basic science research, providing real-time in vivo and ex 

vivo insight about disease process and response to emerging therapies. 

 

10.1 Non-invasive Imaging 

Non-invasive in vivo imaging provides an alternative quantitative procedure to more 

invasive or traditional techniques. Depending on which imaging modality is being used, different 

measurements and conclusions associated with disease pathophysiology and biology can be 

obtained. For many years, non-invasive imaging provided capacity to perform anatomical scans 

to assess structural change in organs of interest in disease states such as cardiomyopathy [166]. 

With medical imaging technology improvements, capacity to measure physiological function as 

well as to detect changes with more resolution in smaller organs or regions of organs has 
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emerged. As we have done in the work for this thesis, this technology is not routinely applied for 

animal research. Ultrasound and MRI has been used for a majority of studies, but other imaging 

modalities, including optical imaging, has become a far more cost effective and multi-functional 

alternative in today’s research climate [167]. 

Optical imaging uses the properties of light in conjunction to unique disease molecules 

and photography to generate an image which can be used to create a measureable value [155]. A 

sub-modality of optical imaging is fluorescent imaging that uses a reporter molecule with 

defined excitation and emission characteristics, and that can be activating by a biological process 

or targeted to s specific organ or cell type [168]. The aim of this thesis was to generate a working 

protocol to measure the inflammatory response in the lung associated with a murine allergen-

challenge mode of asthma. 

 

10.2 Autofluorescence determination 

All biological tissues in vivo emit autofluorescence that can decrease the signal-to-noise 

ratio in fluorescence optical imaging, thereby potentially masking real biological signals or 

creating false positive signal. To compensate for autofluorescence in vivo, common practice is to 

collect a baseline fluorescent signal from the study animal or from a treatment-matched control, 

and use this to discriminate signal from background signal [111, 140]  Using software 

algorithms, baseline autofluorescence signal is subtracted from the signal measured for a 

fluorescent probe. Working in vivo, this is complicated somewhat by the fact that source of 

autofluorescence may be generated by several different structures and organs. As an example, in 

a pilot experiment for my work I performed a spectral un-mixing correction using operational 

and analytic software of the IVIS Spectrum Optical Imager in an effort to isolate the sources of 
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autofluorescence in control (allergen-naïve) mice.  In mice fed regular chow ad libitum that 

contains alfalfa, we detected autofluorescence signals 1x1010p/s in the lungs, skin, and most 

prominently, the intestinal tract. While the signals from the rest of the body were minimal, the 

intensity and character of the auto-signal from the intestinal tract had the potential to generate an 

additional signal that overlaps the thoracic region. Thus, throughout our studies we routinely 

collected autofluorescence background and with IVIS Spectrum software corrected 

measurements of ProSense750 radiance in the thorax. Notably, consistent with prior published 

reports [139], the primary source of autofluorescence appears to be the food ingested by the 

mice. Since regular mouse chow contains significant, if not variable amounts of alfalfa and as 

such is an enriched source for chlorophyll, it has broad excitation and emission spectra that 

underpin a significant capacity for fluorescence [139]. For this reason, for all of our studies mice 

were placed on an alfalfa-free diet to dampen food-associated autofluorescence and minimize 

perturbation of optical imaging for ProSense750 (Figure 7). Using an alfalfa-free diet also 

aligned our protocols with previously published studies that also ensured the intestinal 

autofluorescence signals did not interfere with lung radiance [169].  

 

10.3 Imaging Parameters 

For experimentation, optimization of optical imaging was essential, thus we performed a 

number of quality control studies to establish baseline parameters for obtaining images. The IVIS 

Spectrum imager enables capacity to modify a number of parameters for image capture, 

including f-stop, pixel binning, exposure time and lamp level. In order for an image to be 

captured reliably the number of excited photons hitting the light sensor (counts as per IVIS 

system) needs to be between 600 and 60 000, thus image capture parameters need to be adjusted 
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to be within the threshold. For each set of mice in each study, the same imaging parameters were 

used. Another imaging issue to consider was the complexity of imaging the signal from an 

internal organ in an intact, freely breathing animal, hence multiple tissues and could mask or 

perturb the radiance of interest and this might be affected by breathing or heart movement. To 

overcome this issue we routinely captured 20 images from each animal over a 20 second interval 

to allow for variation in inflammation signal, variability in the size of the animal and effects of 

different chest position due to breathing. Using this catalogue of images, the same parameters 

could be used during the post processing and normalization of image signals for reproducible 

quantification in different mice, studied at different times. 

 

10.3.1 Dye concentration  

The first parameter which was modified to determine an optimal optical imaging protocol 

was the amount of ProSense750 injected into reach animal. Starting with the manufacturer’s 

guidelines, 100µL of 4nmol ProSense750, we investigated the effects of decreasing the dye load 

2nmol, 1nmol and 0.5nmol in both HDM-challenged and -naïve mice. Epi-illumination analysis 

revealed that a signal could only be readily detected at the suggested concentration, thus for our 

work the manufacturer’s guidelines were used to allow for the greatest flexibility in optimizing 

image acquisition parameters.  

 

10.3.2 Imaging exposure values 

Noninvasive in vivo imaging has numerous variables that can contribute to the overall 

image and signal quality and contribute to that variability [111]. These can vary depending on 

the model being used, thus from the murine anatomical standpoint; size, tissue depth, and signal 
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strength can vary uniquely [170]. As noted above, the IVIS Spectrum has the capacity to modify 

the exposure time, f/stop, lamp level, and image binning. For each animal we obtained multiple 

images using different capture parameters to ensure reliable comparison of images between 

animals on a given day, and well as between animals studied on different days. This approach 

has been previously highlighted as being a critical needed component for optical imaging 

protocols [170]. Thus, for each set of images we included a range of parameters to ensure 

optimal radiance count threshold - above minimum detection and below saturation - was used. 

Using this approach, the same parameter settings could be used for different experiments in this 

thesis. 

 

10.3.3 Injection Quality  

Perhaps the most important direct technical determinant of ProSense750 thoracic 

radiance was the injection quality of the tracer agent. The diameter of a mouse tail vein is 

approximately equivalent to a 30 gauge needle. At this small size, even the most skilled 

technician’s hands cannot deliver dye by tail vein injection without some variability. If the vein 

is compromised during injection, or the needle not fully entered there is significant potential for 

dye to by-pass the systemic circulation and collect in the perivascular space near the injection 

site. This would reduce the amount of tracer that is disbursed to the lung for eventual activation, 

thus contributing to an artefactual muting of measurable ProSense750 radiance. To account for 

this source of variability we developed an injection quality scoring system and compared the 

injection quality to the measured thoracic radiance. For this purpose we took advantage of the 

fact that ProSense750 becomes activated almost immediately after injection as cathepsins, the 

activating agent of the dye, are present at the injection site. This creates an easily detectable 
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signal that directly reflects the degree of “dye leak”, which is inversely proportional to the 

amount of injected dye that enters the systemic circulation and end organs.  

We compared immediate thoracic radiance and that recorded 6 hours after injection with 

the injection quality in individual animals. Interestingly, if a measurement of thoracic radiance is 

taken directly after tail vein injection, then there is a correlation with injection quality: chest 

radiance lower with ineffective injections. As the resting heart rate of a mouse is approximately 

700 beats per minute, it takes only a few seconds for the dye to become systematic, thus if less 

dye is injected into the vascular system, this is rapidly translated to the lungs, with less dye 

available for activation.  A contributing factor to our ability to rapidly detect ProSense750 signal 

in the lung may be that circulating present in the circulatory system can activate the tracer. Six 

hours after injection, injection quality had no impact on measurable chest radiance; this is likely 

due to absorption and slow entry of dye to the circulation over the 6 hour period. Another factor 

that might be mitigating effects of ineffective tail vein injection on ProSense750 chest radiance 6 

hours later is that we used a relatively high abundance of dye that enabled a saturating 

concentration to reach the lung even if some dye was lost to perivascular leakage. Overall, with 

4nM injection, we determined that with a 6 hour injection delay we can reproducibly measure 

thoracic radiance in the optimal range of the IVIS Spectrum in both allergen-naïve and HDM-

challenged mice. 

 

10.4 Kinetics of ProSense750 

Via tail vein injection, for cleavage-activated dyes there is a temporal delay in reaching 

equilibrium in end organs, both the concentration of total dye that accumulates and the stable 

fraction that becomes activated by a local trigger (eg. cathepsin activity for ProSense750).  There 
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are a number of studies that have examined the kinetics and activities of various proteases, 

including cathepsins [41, 42, 50-53, 109, 171-175]. We performed quality control experiments to 

establish when peak activation would occur in mouse injected ProSense750, and to assess how 

long this signal was maintained before dye quenching of bio-availability began to fall. According 

to the protocol provided by the manufacturer, imaging was predicted to be optimal and stable 6-

24 hours after tail vein injection. Though we found this to be accurate with respect to time to 

peak lung radiance (6 hours), our data suggest that the peak thoracic signal for a single injection 

of the dye is only stable for 6 hours. Though our data suggest good correlation of ProSense750 

thoracic radiance with lung inflammatory cell counts, the kinetic limitations of studying thoracic 

radiance outside of a window 6-12 hours pots injection need to be considered, in particular in 

models where immune cell flux may be significant during and beyond this window of time [26, 

48, 91, 176]. Though the scope of our studies did not enable us to elucidate the precise 

mechanism for loss of dye radiance in the thorax, it seems likely this may be due to loss of 

bioavailability due to turn over of activated dye, loss of a sufficient pool of inactive (uncleaved) 

dye to sustain the equilibrium between cathepsin activity and dye turnover, and natural 

quenching of the fluorochrome.  

In additional studies we tracked thoracic radiance in individual mice for up to 72 hours in 

both allergen-naïve and HDM-challenged mice. We recognized that imaging at multiple time 

points after allergen challenge was necessary, and our lab’s work and that of others show that 

though inflammation is maximal 24-48 hours after allergen challenge, asthma-like lung 

dysfunction occurs 48 hours after repeated allergen challenge [97, 159].  For these studies, using 

insight from our pilot quality control studies, we injected ProSense750 six hours prior to 

imaging. Though we were able to detect a strong and reliable signal at both 24 hours and 48 
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hours after allergen challenge, with a single injection peak thoracic radiance could only be 

measured between 6 and 12 hours posy ProSense750 administration. This suggests that a single 

injection is suitable for a single or minimally separated timed measurements; however for 

experiments requiring multiple measurements that are more than 12 hours apart, a second 

administration of dye is necessary. We performed such a study and our results suggest that with a 

second administration of dye, an almost immediate return to peak lung radiance was attained and 

the time for which this was sustained was more than double that we observed with a single dye 

administration in the same animal. Collectively, these data provide critical insight needed to 

develop experimental protocols for future long term pre-clinical studies. Though the loss of dye 

signal is a limitation for the use of optical imaging as presented in his work, it may be possible to 

develop algorithms to take into account the half-life of the dye in future, and enable 

normalization that prolongs the reliable window for measuring ProSense750 radiance in the 

lungs. 

 

10.5 Full Mouse Imaging 

The main aim of this project was to determine if the ProSense750 could be used to 

measure differences in lung inflammation between allergen-naïve and HDM-challenged mice in 

a manner that reflects established indices of allergic inflammation (ie. immune cell count in the 

lungs). We acquired thoracic images using trans-illumination mode as using the epi-illumination 

modality did not allow us to discriminate lung-specific radiance due to significant image capture 

distortion and interference by the rib cage and signals from other tissues, in particular the bladder 

and intestinal tract. Using trans-illumination allowed the excitation light signal to be more 
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directed on and much closer to the lungs, thus isolating the region and reducing diffraction of 

excitation light.  

 

10.5 Effects of Allergen Avoidance on Lung Inflammation and ProSense750 Thoracic 

Radiance  

The inclusion of an allergen avoidance arm in studies using animal models of allergic 

lung inflammation enables the assessment of biological resolution of the “disease state”, and 

mimics clinical care, as patients diagnosed with allergic asthma are typically asked to avoid 

offending allergens. Previous studies in animal models show that allergen avoidance decreases 

cytokine abundance and immune cell number in the lungs after a course of repeated allergen 

challenge [108, 177]. As such, we employed an allergen avoidance arm to assess the reliability of 

using optical imaging to track changes in ProSense750 over a two week period. We also assessed 

the correlation of quantitative optical imaging with a gold standard measurement of lung 

inflammation: immune cell counting in lavage obtained from murine lungs.  

Our data revealed a somewhat surprising temporal pattern, as thoracic ProSense750 

radiance that was elevated by repeated HDM challenge was sustained at this level through 2-

weeks of allergen avoidance. Indeed, though not statistically significant, there appeared to be a 

trend for increasing cathepsin-activated ProSense750 radiance in the thorax region two weeks 

after initiating allergen avoidance. This trend was in contrast to the decline we observed for total 

immune cell number in lung lavage, as well as that for individual immune cell types. The 

immune cell count data that we obtained is consistent with published studies; total cell count and 

differential cell count decreasing to near basal levels within two weeks [108, 177]. 
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The data we have collected suggest that despite egress or turnover of recruited immune 

cells from the allergen-challenged lung, a residual elevated signature of cathepsin activity 

remains. There is increased abundance and diversity of cathepsin enzymes expressed in the lung 

tissue during an asthmatic response [174]. Indeed, cathepsin expression by structural cells such 

as airway epithelium, fibroblasts and airway smooth muscle cells is well documented and likely 

contributes to increased cathepsin expression and activity in asthma [50, 178, 179]. Though the 

scope of our studies did not include direct measurement of individual cathepsin subtypes in the 

lung and immune cells, our findings strongly suggest that future studies are needed to more 

precisely track the retention of cathepsin activity in the lung after allergen insult is ceased. To 

our knowledge, though prior studies have examined the induction of cathepsin expression and 

activity in asthma-like conditions [41, 42, 55, 56, 70, 109], our data is the first describing the 

longevity, and as such little mechanistic insight exists to account for this phenomenon. 

During our allergen avoidance protocol we assessed the correlation of thoracic 

ProSense750 radiance with immune cell counts obtained from lung lavage. In individual mice, 

there was weak correlation of ProSense750 radiance with total immune cell number. The lack of 

correlation was also evident between ProSense750 radiance and individual immune cell number 

in lung lavage. This was somewhat surprising, but is reflective of the temporal pattern for 

sustained ProSense750 radiance that we observed during allergen avoidance. As described in the 

previous section, the lung may be somewhat unique in the capacity for resident cells for elevated 

expression and activation of cathepsins. Moreover, the lung is rich in alveolar macrophages that 

are also a source for cathepsins [180], however, these phagocytic cells are a principal driver for 

removing active and dying immune cells (ie efferocytosis) [181]. A limitation of our 

experimental design may be in our use of only the ProSense750 tracker. It relies on cathepsin 
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activation, but cathepsins are not expressed by a specific immune cell or structural cell subtype, 

thus our measurements reflect a broader spectrum of cell-associated activity. Future studies 

should employ cell specific inflammation markers, such as a cleavage-activated dye targeted by 

neutrophil elastase, a neutrophil specific marker [182]. Another caveat is that our experiments 

reveal that the biological process associated with suppression of inflammation during allergen 

avoidance unexpectedly includes sustained cathepsin activity. This appears to be supported by 

our observation that the correlation of ProSense750 radiance with immune cell counts in active 

inflammation post-allergen challenge was much stronger, as we observed that by binning cell 

counts based on their magnitude into three groups, and including allergen-naïve mice, there was 

correlation with immune cell number in allergen-challenged mice, including those subjected to 

allergen avoidance. The importance of our efforts to correlate immune number data with 

ProSense750 radiance was to assess technical feasibility of using ProSense750 radiance as an 

exclusive marker of inflammation over time in individual mice. Though in principle this remains 

an attractive approach, out data clearly show that for ProSense750, the biological processes that 

regulate activation of the dye are more complex that just immune cell influx, thus, caution is 

necessary in the interpretation of data using this dye as an index of inflammation in a traditional 

sense. 

 

10.7 Simvastatin and Fluticasone treatment 

Our findings using allergen avoidance suggest that cathepsin biology can be uncoupled 

from inflammatory cell resolution, thus optical imaging with ProSense750 offers an opportunity 

to determine whether similar unique pathobiological process may exist using 

pharmacotherapeutic options. Our studies confirm that ProSense750 lung radiance is 
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significantly greater in HDM-challenged mice compared to allergen-naïve mice, thus we next 

aimed to assess whether optical imaging was sufficient to detect anti-inflammatory effects of 

existing and potential asthma therapeutics. 

Fluticasone propionate is an established first line asthma therapy to control and suppress 

lung inflammation [158]. Work in our lab has also revealed that inhaled simvastatin has anti-

inflammatory effects in HDM-challenged mice however the precise mechanism for this effect is 

not known [158, 183-185] This work included studies by other members of our group also reveal 

that inhaled simvastatin exhibits a dose-dependent effect on lung immune cell number in HDM-

challenged mice, thus provides a platform for assessing incremental changes in lung 

inflammation using ProSense750 thoracic imaging. These findings are consistent with others in 

the field that show statins can mitigate allergic lung inflammation in small animal models of 

asthma [42, 184]. The studies performed herein with intra nasally instilled simvastatin 

demonstrate that ProSense750 thoracic radiance is blunted in a dose-dependent manner. In 

contrast to our results using allergen avoidance, loss of ProSense750 radiance and lung lavage 

immune cell number correlated well. Conversely, my studies using intranasal instilled 

fluticasone propionate revealed a relative increase in ProSense750 lung radiance in both 

allergen-naïve and HDM-challenged mice. This occurred despite significant inhibition of 

immune cell infiltration to the lungs by fluticasone propionate treatment, revealing a similar 

pattern to that we observed during allergen avoidance.  

The underpinnings for the disparities we observe in lung immune cell number and lung 

ProSense750 radiance during simvastatin or fluticasone propionate therapy may be rooted in 

disparate mechanism of action of each therapeutic option. Simvastatin inhibits the proximal 

enzyme of the mevalonate cascade, HMG-CoA, and in-so-doing depletes cells of sterol 
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precursors (isoprenoids), which are used as lipid anchors that are required for activation of a 

number of critical signaling proteins, including those of the Ras Super Family [186]. This effect 

is associated with blunting of trophic and secretory activity of immune and structural cells, for 

example a significant inhibition of interleukin-6 biosynthesis, a known mediator of the allergic 

response [15, 24, 45]. Indeed simvastatin prevents the expression of various cytokines, including 

those that initiate and coordinate the inflammatory response [17, 28, 187]. Steroids bind 

receptors that act as transcription factors that can induce or inhibit expression of genes that lead 

to blunted inflammation. Fluticasone propionate thus inhibits the formation of various 

interleukins and eosinophil-specific compounds in murine models of allergic asthma [187]. The 

degree to which the effects of simvastatin or fluticasone propionate directly affect regulatory 

mechanisms that control cathepsin expression and release are not known, however our finding 

suggest these differ fundamentally. 

Cathepsins have remained relatively overlooked as a protease during inflammation 

studies. They are found primarily in the lysosome of the cell and can be released to degrade the 

surrounding matrix during inflammation and the wound repair response, with cathepsin C, S, and 

D being are primarily responsible for activity in inflammatory sites [41]. A number of in vivo 

studies reveal that cathepsin activation is associated with various lung complications such as 

emphysemaytous process in IFNγ transgenic mice [188]. Cathepsins are also associated with 

processing and activation of Toll-like receptors (TLR) that are a central control mechanism for 

immunity and inflammation [18]. This relatively poorly understood mechanism could be a 

critical determinant of the immune response in murine lungs challenged with HDM, as the dust 

mite allergen preparation includes TLR ligands such as the lipopolysaccharide complex, 

endotoxin (LPS). The sources of cathepsins in the lung in response to HDM challenge are not 
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completely elucidated, however based on our optical imaging evidence using ProSense750, in 

addition to immune cells such as eosinophils, neutrophils and macrophages, as has been reported, 

structural cells of the lungs are likely a significant source of cathepsins. This could explain the 

sustained cathepsin activity that we observe in HDM-challenged mice during allergen avoidance, 

or steroid therapy. As for the latter, there is evidence that inhaled steroids to injure or stress 

airway epithelial cells [171], thus we speculate that this may underpin the excess ProSense750 

radiance that we detect in allergen-naïve mice and in HDM-challenged mice treated with 

fluticasone propionate. Our data also bring to light a potential role for sustained cathepsin 

activity as a biological mechanism associated with structural changes in the airways and lung 

during chronic asthma. The proteolytic nature of cathepsins positions them as modulators of the 

extracellular microenvironment and tissue remodeling.  

 

10.9 Autophagy and chloroquine 

Autophagy has become of interest in recent years as a mechanism regulating asthma 

pathogenesis and pathophysiology, however whether it is a pro-pathologic or inhibitory 

mechanism has not been resolved. Nonetheless, there are a number of reports that link the 

presence of autophagy in lung structural cells in biopsies from asthmatic subjects and has been 

hypothesized to influence asthmatic markers such as Th2 cytokines associated with the 

inflammatory response [25, 47, 189]. Due to this uncertainty in the field, the autophagy studies 

presented in this thesis was performed in two steps. First, using cultured human airway smooth 

muscle cells to determine whether asthma-associated inflammatory mediators induce an 

autophagy response. Second, using optical imaging with ProSense750 and immune cell counting 
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in lung lavage, determine the effect of an anti-autophagy agent, chloroquine, on HDM challenge-

induced allergic lung inflammation in mice. 

As a gold standard marker for autophagy induction, we tracked abundance of the 

autophagosome marker, LC3-II, in airway smooth muscle cells after exposure to IFN/THFα/IL-

1β. We demonstrate that these cytokines are sufficient to induce autophagy in lung cells. Our 

findings are consistent with prior reports that examined LC3-II expression induced by individual 

cytokines in various lung cell types, including epithelial and smooth muscle [82, 83]. 

Collectively, these data confirm an association of autophagy in lung cells and asthma 

pathobiology, thus supporting rationale for our next set of studies to assess the impact of 

chloroquine therapy on lung inflammation in HDM-challenged mice. 

Chloroquine was administered systemically to mice during HDM challenge, thus our 

experiment assesses whether this treatment prevents induction of asthma-like pathophysiology. 

Chloroquine prevents lysosomal fusion as well as preventing endosomal acidification, thus 

prevents completion of the autophagy cascade [190]. Notably, intracellular cathepsins are 

primarily located in the lysosome, thus chloroquine holds interesting promise in regulating 

cathepsin activation and release. However, optical imaging did not demonstrate any impact of 

chloroquine treatment in thoracic ProSense750 radiance in HDM-challenged or allergen-naïve 

mice. In contrast, chloroquine therapy did significantly reduce HDM challenge-induced 

accumulation of immune cells in the lung. Based on our in vitro findings that inflammatory 

mediators induce autophagy, the anti-inflammatory effects of chloroquine may be associated 

with suppression of autophagy induction by inflammatory mediators released in response to 

HDM challenge. This effect is corroborated by other studies looking at autophagy’s effects on 

inflammatory markers in other disease states [19, 27, 45, 73, 76, 92, 110]. The reasons for a lack-
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of-change in the ProSense750 thoracic radiance are not obvious, but it would appear that 

inhibition of lysosome fusion is not sufficient to prevent cathepsin release and activation.  

 

10.10 Conclusions and Future Directions 

This thesis presents the first assessment of the utility of optical fluorescent imaging as a 

way to measure the inflammatory response associated with allergic asthma in in vivo models. 

Non-invasive medical imaging provides a unique opportunity for repeated measurement of 

pathophysiologically relevant processes over the course of disease genesis and response to 

treatment in animal models. Lung imaging is complicated by the lack of tissue density and high 

airspace volume, thus optical imaging that using fluorescent tracer dyes hold particular promise 

to track biological processes. Our studies reveal that fluorescent optical imaging with an enzyme-

activated dye can be used to measure differences in lung inflammation between HDM-

challenged and allergen-naïve mice. We show here that using a cathepsin-activated tracer, 

ProSesnse750, fluorescence optical imaging enables measurement of a unique feature of 

inflammation. Importantly, our data demonstrate that the correlation of ProSense750 radiance is 

not a direct index of total immune cell influx to the lungs; rather we have uncovered a 

mechanism that can be independent of immune cell influx. A unique observation from our work 

is that cathepsin-capable activation of ProSesne750 is retained well after immune cells are 

cleared from the lung. These observations indicate that either resident tissue cells represent a 

significant source for cathepsin biosynthesis and/or that cathepsins released by immune cells as 

they turn over are retained and possess stable activity. The degree to which this may contribute 

to ongoing pathobiology or tissue repair is unclear, but the findings in this thesis have uncovered 

a novel key question for follow up studies. Interestingly we have demonstrated a disparate effect 
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of asthma therapies such as allergen avoidance, fluticasone propionate, and intranasal instilled 

simvastatin on sustained cathepsin-induced ProSense750 lung radiance. These observations 

suggest that cathepsin contributions to asthma pathophysiology, disease progression or disease 

control may underpin limitations to the success of asthma therapies. Overall, this thesis 

demonstrates that non-invasive optical imaging can provide complementary and deeper insight 

than more conventional methods that measure cell influx to quantify inflammation. 

Our work identifies a number of new directions for future research. First, as ProSense750 

radiance is an indirect index of cathepsin activity it does not reveal the identity of the specific 

cathepsin isoforms that contribute to inflammation or response to therapy. Our findings provide 

strong rationale for future studies that more directly examine cell-specific cathepsin expression 

and release, as well as the mechanisms that regulate activation and maintenance of cathepsin 

activity. Our results suggest that the tracer dye used for optical imaging is critical in 

demonstrating otherwise unappreciated mechanisms. This highlights an important opportunity as 

the repertoire of commercially available cleavage-activated dyes that are becoming available is 

broad and growing. Current dyes that should be investigated for their unique association with 

lung inflammation and lung tissue remodeling include those that track angiogenesis, neutrophil 

elastase activity, matrix metalloproteinase activity and apoptosis, for example. Such studies have 

significant potential to lead to new discoveries about molecular processes in asthma and lung 

inflammation. Finally, as we demonstrate that optical imaging is a relatively easy-to-use method 

for repeated screening of individual animals, our work suggests that this platform is well suited 

for, and should be used in preclinical studies for drug screening and to elucidate disease 

processes.  
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